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ABSTRACT
Effective population size is one of the fundamental
parameters in many population genetic models.

It provides a

common currency to compare populations by reference to an
analytically tractable ideally behaving population.

Dif-

ferent values of this parameter can have very significant
effects on rates and modes of evolution. Sewall Wright's
shifting balance theory stresses the importance of drift
interacting with selection and dispersal in the process of
evolution.

For this process to work requires effective deme

sizes of no more than a few hundred. Errors of only one
order of magnitude can seriously distort our view of the
mechanisms of evolution underlying a population structure.
Methods exist for dealing with some of the obvious departures from the ideal population.

Natural populations seldom

conform to other assumptions about population structure made
to calculate effective deme size.

One such assumption is

that individuals are uniformly distributed over area.
work shows that this is often far from the case.

Much

Computer

simulations were used to investigate the effects of different spatial distributions of individuals, in combination
with various dispersal regimes,

on the scale and degree of

genetic differentiation. The model consists of diploid individuals arranged according to a spatial distribution with
ix

x
various dispersal regimes imposed upon them.

Generations

are discrete and the model is allowed to run for 120 to 200
generations. Wright's F-statistics are used as one measure
of genetic differentiation.

F-statistics do well at reflec-

ting the overall level of differentiation but do not give
any idea of spatial structure.

Spatial autocorrelation

techniques are used to examine the spatial scale and temporal continuity of gene frequency differentiation.

Signif-

icant effects of the spatial distribution of individuals are
found that are not visible through F-statistics.

Stable

features on the gene frequency surfaces are found to be much
larger than the calculated neighborhood sizes.

Very dif-

ferent scales of structure can result from different distributions of individuals even though they result in similar
estimates of effective deme size.

I conclude that it is

necessary to have detailed information on a population's
structure to be able to predict the effects of genetic drift
on the scale of genetic differentiation.

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Understanding how populations of organisms become
genetically differentiated over the areas of their ranges is
one of the central problems of evolutionary biology.

The

efforts of ecologists, population geneticists, and systematists over the last sixty years have resulted in a consensus
view of the major forces responsible for the differentiation
of populations.

These forces are the familiar natural

selection, genetic drift, dispersal, and mutation.
standing in any detail how these forces act in a

Under-

given

population, and even obtaining a qualitative appreciation of
their relative importance, have proven difficult tasks.

One

of the most contentious subjects in this area is the
importance of gene flow,

which is a function of dispersal,

in maintaining the genetic cohesion of species across their
ranges.

An aspect of population structure which seems like-

ly to affect gene flow and has received relatively little
attention is the spatial distribution of organisms.

Here I

will briefly review the methods used in attempts to measure
gene flow and then present the results of a series of
computer simulations designed to look at the effects of

1
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various spatial distributions on the genetic differentiation
of populations.

These simulations will be used to test the

adequacy of various theoretical models for dealing with
populations with different spatial distributions of individuals.
The argument over the importance of gene flow dates
back at least to Darwin and continues to the present day,
and seems to some extent to be conditioned on the group of
organisms with which the author is principally concerned.
On the one hand,

Ehrlich and Raven (1969) have argued that

gene flow is unimportant in maintaining the genetic cohesion
of species and cite data on microgeographic differentiation
in plants and the seeming identity between populations of
species which have been separated for,
lions of years.

in some cases, mil-

More recent papers by Raven (1976) and

Levin (1979) continue in this vein.
other side of the argument:

Darwin supported the

"Intercrossing plays a very

important part in nature in keeping individuals of the same
species, or of the same variety, true and uniform in character" (Darwin 1859,
follower Mayr

p.

1(3).

He,

as well as his modern

(c.f. 1963), cited copious evidence for

instances of long distance dispersal in many organisms.
Grant, formerly solidly in the gene flow camp (Grant 1963),
has recently (Grant 1980) taken a more catholic view and
introduces explicitly the problems of time scales involved
in genetically effective gene flow.

with a simple model he

3

extrapolates through time from known dispersal rates and
concludes that highly motile animals with short generations
can maintain effective gene flow across their ranges within
a 10,000 year period.

More sedentary organisms are found

not capable of effective gene flow across their ranges.

He

concludes tentatively that, "the spread of genes throughout
a species area can probably be accomplished more easily by
population growth than by gene migration" (Grant 1980).

The

population genetic consequences of range expansion and contraction in entire species have not been dealt with adequately and these present formidable problems which will not
be considered here.
Population genetics theory provides a framework in
which to investigate the effects of various evolutionary
forces on the rates and geographic scales of genetic differentiation.

Many theoretical treatments of effects of in-

breeding and finite population size on gene frequencies
contain the innocuous looking parameter, N,

population size.

This N generally refers to a mythical ideally behaving
population where mating is completely at random, generations
are discrete,

the expected number of progeny is the same for

every individual, the sex ratio is even, and the population
size is constant (c.f. Crow and Kimura 1970).

Obviously,

very few natural populations meet these assumptions.
then,

What,

is the utility of models containing such a parameter?

4
Rathe~

like the ideal gas law in chemistry, these models

serve a heuristic function;

but more importantly they can

sometimes be made to apply to specific populations when the
deviations of these populations from the 'ideal' can be
accounted for and their numbers re-expressed in terms of
their genetically effective sizes, Ne •

Being able to

express population or deme sizes of 'nonideal' organisms in
terms of Ne provides us with a common currency with which to
compare different populations.
question,

To obtain this Ne we ask the

what N under 'ideal' conditions results in the

same decrease in heterozygosity over some time period as
that observed in the population of interest?

Expressions of

effective population size have been derived for departures
from each of the 'ideal' characteristics listed above (e.g.
Crow and Kimura 1970; Spiess 1977).

These expressions will

be introduced as needed in the following sections.
One of the most frequent and obvious departures from
the 'ideal' situation is the occurrence of population
structure.

Organisms very often exist in heterogenous envi-

ronments and are limited in one way or another in their
ability to disperse over their geographic ranges.

This

heterogeneity and viscosity results in non-random mating
which in turn results in inbreeding.

There exists in the

literature a continuum of models of structured populations,
ranging from Wright's venerable Island Model (Wright 1932)
to variations on the isolation-by-distance theme (Wright
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1943a,b, 1946, 1969).

In the island model panmictic demes

of finite size receive immigrants from a pool of migrants
representing the entire population;

thus there is no geo-

graphic influence on dispersal - all migrants can reach any
deme in the population in one generation.

The stepping-

stone model incorporates geographic structure by only allowing dispersal between nearby panmictic demes.

Finally, the

notion of discrete panmictic demes is discarded in favor of
considering individuals in a continuum with dispersal a
function of distance, yielding permutations on the
isolation-by-distance model (Wright 1943a, 1946, 1969).
Dealing with continuous distributions of individuals and
dispersal distance makes for difficulties when trying to
define a panmictic deme.

Wright simply defined a "neighbor-

hood" as "the population of a region in a continuum from
which the parents of individuals born near the center may be
treated as if drawn at random" (Wright 1969).

Neighborhood

size then refers to the genetically effective number of
individuals found in a neighborhood and is thus comparable
to effective de me size in models with discrete demes.

In

the case of a uniform distribution of individuals with
normal dispersion, Wright (1978) expressed effective neighborhood size as,
( 1.1)

where s2 is the variance in the distances between parents
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and offspring, and d is density of individuals.

The

introduction of non-normal dispersion and non-uniform distributions of individuals introduces complications into the
calculation of neighborhood size which will be considered
later.
Having estimates of Ne should allow us to assess the
effects of genetic drift, selection, migration, and mutation
on populations.

Depending on the size of Ne we could expect

very different sorts of evolutionary processes to occur.
with Ne small enough Wright's shifting balance process
(Wright 1932, 1977, 1978) could operate, otherwise Fisherian
mass selection (e.g. Fisher 1958) would be expected to be
the prime mover of gene frequencies.

Very briefly, the

shifting balance theory requires for its operation numerous
demes or neighborhoods small enough that differentiation
could occur by genetic drift.

In the course of this

drifting occasional favorable gene combinations or mutations
could arise and drift to a sufficiently high frequency that
mass selection takes hold and drives the deme to a new
fitness peak.

If the individuals at this new peak are

superior to those in surrounding demes there should begin a
process of asymmetric diffusion of dispersers to those
demes, raising their frequencies of the favorable combination, and so on throughout the population.

It is commonly

thought that the shifting balance theory requires

7

subdivision of the population into partially isolated local
populations (e.g. Charlesworth et ale 1982).

Wright has

explicitly stated otherwise, "Continuity does not, however,
insure the absence of genetic differentiation by sampling
drift and amplification of this by interdeme selection"
(Wright 1969, p. 54).
The shifting balance theory is stated in terms of
the pseudoparameters Nm and Ns, where N is the effective
deme size, m is effective migration, and s is selection
intensity (Wright 1932).
Nm be fairly small.

The process requires the product

Obviously it would be helpful to have

independent estimates of each of these parameters rather
than having to deal with products which can 'explain' everything with an appropriate choice of values.

Wright (1932)

proposes that values of N required for the operation of the
shifting balance process are in the range of less than a few
hundred, given what he regards as reasonable assumptions
about m and s.

These assumptions are certainly arguable but

the point is whether significant sampling drift can occur
within different portions of a population.
rightly pointed

Critics have

out that it is not at all clear how often

real populations have structures allowing the shifting
balance process (Simpson 1953, p. 173; Charlesworth et ale
1982).

There is, of course, only one

w~y

argument - go into the field and look.

to resolve the

8

Measuring Gene Flow and Estimating Neighborhood Size
There are two basic approaches to measuring gene
flow which can be termed genetic and ecological.

Though

generally only one approach is used in a particular study,
there is no need for them to be exclusive alternatives.
Genetic Methods
Dobzhansky and Wright (1941; Wright et ale 1942)
first developed a method for estimating gene .flow by
analyzing Drosophila populations for recessive lethals.
Their method makes use of the idea that allelic recessive
lethals in a population are very likely identical by descent
rather than the product of independent mutations.

Given

this, one can test successively more distant samples against
some central sample to obtain a relationship between distance and the frequency of allelic recessive lethals in a
sample.
distance.

As expected, the frequency of allelism falls with
Dobzhansky and Wright (1941; Wright et ale 1942)

obtained this result over a scale of several kilometers with
~

pseudoobscura in California, and Wallace (Wallace et ale

1966; Wallace 1966) obtained similar results with D.
melanogaster in Columbia,
less than 100 meters.

finding differences on a scale of

Unfortunately this technique has some

limitations, selection against heterozygous lethals is assumed to be very weak (which may well be the case, see
Wallace 1981), and the screening procedures for recessive
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,lethals can only be performed on Drosophila where systems of
balanced lethals are available.
Very recently Slatkin (1980, 1981, 1985) has
attempted to generalize this approach.

By means of simula-

tions he has found for a wide range of conditions that lithe
average frequency of an allele .conditioned on the number of
local populations it appears in - the conditional frequency
- is approximately independent of both the selection intensity and mutation rates assumed, but depends strongly on the
overall level of gene flow" (Slatkin 1981).

Gene flow here

refers to the product Nm, which is the genetically effective
migration into a deme of effective size N.

This technique

has the advantage that it can be used on allozyme and DNA
sequence or restriction fragment data.
nique to allozyme data in the

Applying this tech-

liter~ture,

Slatkin (1981)

finds that he can divide organisms into categories of high,
intermediate, and low migration species which correspond
well with what is known of their biology.

Slatkin's

(1981,1985) estimation of Nm, like all those who have gone
before,

is subject to a number of assumptions which are

difficult or impossible to test, such as populations being
in genetic and demographic equilibrium.

How important

departures from these assumptions are remains to be seen.
Larson, Wake,

and Yanev (1984) used an extensive

protein electrophoresis data set on 22 species of
plethodontid salamanders to compare results from Slatkin's
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method and Wright's

(1943a) formula,
F ST =1/(4Nm+l),

(1. 2)

for small m, where FST is the correlation between random
gametes within subdivisions (populations), relative to
gametes from the total population (and operationally obtained from allozyme data).

In general they found very good

cDrrespondence between the two methods.

There were, how-

ever, some apparently anomalous results where moderately
large values of Nm were obtained in species known to no
longer be exchanging genes.

This result brings up an impor-

tant point regarding "genetic" methods of estimating gene
flow - they are necessarily time averages of the population.
If the equilibrium assumptions are not met, as was apparently the case with some of the salamander data (Larson et ale
1984), then these methods give a more or less distorted view
of the population's past.

The time scales here are a com-

plicated function of spatial and temporal heterogeneity, and
dispersal ability.

without establishing the validity of the

assumptions of demographic and genetic equilibrium,

that is,

without knowing a great deal about the history of a population, Slatkin's method,

like all those based on genetic

data, could give a biased view of the present state of gene
flow.

This consideration and others argue for the need to

measure gene flow in present day populations.

11
Ecological Methods
The obvious first step in measuring gene flow in
natural populations is to measure dispersal distances of
individuals in the population.

This is generally accom-

plished with mark-release-recapture techniques.

Attempts to

measure gene flow with dispersal data date to the pioneering
work of the Timofeeff-Ressovsky's (1940)
~

funebris and

melanogaster.

with Drosophila

They released flies with a

vigorous visible mutation at the center of a trapping grid
into a population of wild flies and counted the number of
mutant flies arriving at the traps over a period of about
two weeks.

Neither species moved much more than 100 m in

the course of the experiment.

Their work was the beginning

of a tradition in Drosophila population genetics that continues to the present.

A variety of species have now been

examined in a wide range of habitats (e.g. Dobzhansky and
Wright 1947; Crumpacker and Williams 1972; Johnston and Heed
1975, 1976; Powell et al. 1976; Begon 1977; Begon et al.
1980; Jones et ale 1981; Johnston and Templeton 1982;
Templeton and Johnston 1982; see Taylor and Powell 1983 for
a recent review).

These investigations estimated dispersal

distances ranging from a few tens of meters in the
Timofeeff-Ressovsky's case, to up to 15 kilometers for Jones
et ale

(1981), who were working with D. pseudoobscura in

Death Valley.

Johnston and Heed (1975, 1976) showed that

some of these results were likely strongly influenced by
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methods of baiting, though Taylor and Powell (1983) dispute
this, and that flies generally move only far enough to find
an appropriate substrate.

Since for many Drosophila species

an 'appropriate substrate ' is poorly known at best,

the

interpretation of results from studies using these species
is open to question.

The cactus-breeding Drosophila used by

Johnston and Heed (1975, 1976) and Templeton and Johnston
(1982;

Johnston and Templeton 1982) offer a conspicuous

exception to this pattern since the feeding and breeding
substrates for these species are discrete and readily identifiable

(Heed 1978).
There is a similar tradition of attempting to mea-

sure gene flow in plants.

This work began for very practi-

cal reasons to determine distances of pollen transport in
agricultural situations so as to be able to avoid cross
contamination between fields (e.g. Bateman 1947, Wright
1953).

Natural and manipulated natural systems are now

frequently the objects of study (see reviews by Levin and
Kerster 1974; and Handel 1983).

Levin and Kerster (1974)

have catalogued dispersal studies on plants and find Ne ,
based on Wright's (1946)

isolation-by-distance model, values

ranging from about six to very large, with many species at
the low end of the range.
Obviously there are a large number of factors which
could bias estimates of Ne based only on dispersal data.
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These biases would perhaps not be of much interest were it
not for the observation that many estimates of Ne fall into
a range which suggests that the shifting balance process
could operate, but where an error of an order of magnitude
in the estimate could qualitatively change our view of the
sort of evolutionary processes expected to occur in those
populations.

Endler (1979) attempted to remove some of the

bias from gene flow measures depending on dispersal data by
incorporating basic life history parameters into Wright's
isolation-by-distance model.

He did this by assuming

general forms of fecundity and mortality schedules, couched
in terms of normal distributions, and using these to correct
the gene flow estimates obtained from dispersal data alone.
One aspect of population structure which has
received little attention from population geneticists is the
spatial distribution of individuals in populations.

In

theoretical work organisms are often assumed to be uniformly
distributed over area, or more rarely, to be in randomly
placed clusters of uniform density (e.g. Wright 1969, 1978
and references therein).

Real populations seldom fit these

sorts of assumptions however.

Most organisms are conta-

giously distributed (i.e. clumped or clustered) over their
environments as a result of habitat heterogeneity or mode of
reproduction,

as in plants which produce clumps

vegetatively. If organisms are sufficiently vagile that
movement between 'clumps' is no less likely than movement
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between individuals within a clump, then the spatial distribution of individuals in a population is of little importance genetically.

If, on the other hand, organisms tend to

move only the distance to their nearest-neighbor or the
nearest appropriate substrate, then the spatial distribution
of individuals might be expected to have some effect on the
rate and spatial scale of differentiation of the population
by genetic drift.

Many organisms seem to approximate this

description in their movements (e.g. Harper 1977).
example,

For

many plant species are pollinated by animals which

tend to go to the nearest flower (for reviews see Handel
1983; and Levin and Kerster 1974).
Modeling Gene Flow
Analytical solutions for models of gene flow are
generally only available for simple cases under restrictive
assumptions.

Even for these simple cases the analytical

solutions might not tell us all that we wish.

As Wright

(1969, 1978) was well aware, F-statistics tell us little
about the spatial structure of populations (a zero dimension
number does not say much about a two dimensional surface).
Rohlf and Schnell (1971) did a Monte Carlo simulation of
Wright's isolation-by-distance model in order- to investigate
graphically the types of patterns in geographic differentiation of gene frequencies and the degree of temporal stability of those patterns.

Rohlf and Schnell (1971) simulated

15

10,000 individuals on several shapes of regular grid with
neighborhood size being arbitrarily defined as either 9,

25,

or 10,000 (though these are not the correct NelS for the
populations,

see wright 1978).

u 1 a r pat t ern so f h i g h s and lows

They found that lithe partic0

f g e n e f r e que n c i e s over a

geographic area became established quickly and persisted for
a large number of generations, particularly near the periphery of the population" (Rohlf and Schnell 1971).
of similar techniques Turner et ale

By means

(1982) simulated the

effects of nearest-neighbor pollination on genotype frequencies in a plant population.

They found that patches of

homozygotes tended to form quickly and persist for long
periods of time.

The sizes of these homozygous patches were

generally considerably larger than the neighborhood size
defined by the model structure.

The analyses of the spatial

structures in the models of Rohlf and Schnell (1971) and
Turner et ale

(1982) do not provide a basis for statistical

comparison of populations.

Sokal and Wartenberg (1983) used

the Rohlf and Schnell (1971) model as a test bed to evaluate
the utility of spatial autocorrelation techniques in the
analysis of gene frequencies over area.

The methods they

develop provide the means to quantitatively evaluate the
spatial and temporal scales of patterning of gene
frequencies.
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Since Wright's (1943a)

theory of isolation-by-

distance assumes a uniform spatial distribution of individuals, it is of interest to know how well values of Ne
obtained from his formulas (Wright 1946) predict the degree
of spatial structuring of gene frequencies observed under
different spatial distributions of individuals.

That is,

does an estimate of Ne calculated under the naive assumption
of a uniform spatial distribution of individuals adequately
reflect the extent of spatial structuring under various
spatial distributions?

CHAPTER 2
MODEL STRUCTURE AND ANALYSIS
The basic model employed in the simulations reported
here is of a single locus with two neutral alleles, in a
monoecious diploid population with no selfing, and discrete
generations.

Simulations are initiated with 1600 individ-

uals with a starting allele frequency of 0.5,

in Hardy-

Weinberg proportions, placed on a 200x200 hexagonal grid
according to one of three distributions.
tions are:

These distribu-

1) regular, 2) uniform, and 3) clustered.

The

regular distribution places individuals in a symmetrical
array analogous to the square lattice used in the studies of
Rohlf and Schnell (1971), Turner et ale
and Wartenberg (1983).

(1982), and Sokal

In the uniform distribution the x

and y coordinates of an individual are obtained as independent observations from a uniform probability distribution
(Figure la).

The clustered distribution corresponds to the

commonly observed situation in nature where individuals
occur in more or less dense clumps or aggregations (Figure
Ib).

A clustered distribution may result from a variety of

statistical processes (e.g. Diggle 1983).

Three mating

systems are examined for each of the three distributions of
individuals.

These three mating systems are:
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mating over the entire grid (panmixia),

2) nearest-neighbor

mating, and 3) probability of mating is a declining function
of distance between individuals.

The model is allowed to

run for 120 or 200 generations (Table 1) with information on
the state of the model being accumulated for each of the
first five generations and once every five generations
thereafter.
Details of Model Construction
A grid was used for locating individuals rather than
continuous coordinates so as to keep the bookkeeping calculations within the realm of tractability.

Using a coordi-

nate grid places a number of constraints on other aspects of
the model.

The most immediately obvious of these con-

straints is the problem of measuring distances between individuals placed at the intersection points of the grid.

For

this reason a 200x200 hexagonal grid system was chosen,
rather than the simpler square, to better approximate real
distances between individuals in terms of grid units, or
'rings' as they will hereafter be referred to

(Figure 2).

,-

The hexagonal grid coordinate system also has consequences
for the generation of particular spatial distributions of
individuals.

A regular distribution of individuals presents

no problem as individuals can be placed on the grid in a
symmetrical fashion.

The uniform and clustered spatial

distributions of individuals can present problems if the
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Table 1
Summary of computer simulations run.
bers of replicates and generations.

Includes num-

Spatial Distribution of Individuals
Uniform

Re9ular

Clustered

Random
Mating
Case

2 replicates
200 gen.

2 replicates
200 gen.

2 replicates
200 gen.

NearestNeighbor
Mating

5 replicates

5 replicates

5 replicates

200 gen.

200 gen.

200 gen.

Distance
Function
Mating

3 replicates

3 replicates
120 gen.

3 replicates
120 gen.

120 gen.
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Figure 2. Section of the hexagonal grid used in the simulations. Dashes
connect locations in a ring surrounding
the central individual denoted by a +.
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particular distribution requires a density of individuals
greater than the number of available grid points.

This

difficulty is partially alleviated by having a low density
of individuals on the grid and by allowing the spatial point
distribution generating algorithms to approximate the distribution.

The adequacy of the approximations to the dis-

tributions were tested with the nearest-neighbor statistic,
R, calculated as R=D/E, where
distance and

E

D is the mean nearest-neighbor

is the expected mean nearest-neighbor dis-

tance with a uniform distribution of individuals (E=VP/2,
where p is density of individuals), by the program NNA in
the Surface II Graphics System package (Sampson 1978).

In

all cases the spatial distributions of individuals used in
the simulations were statistically adequate approximations
to the required distributions.
In these simulations each individual is replaced
each generation by one of its progeny, which is the product
of one of the individual's gametes and that of a dispersing
individual which is chosen according to the mating system
distribution.

This corresponds to the situation in which

only male gametes are dispersed, as for example in plants
with little or no seed dispersal.

The population is thus

static and we are assuming that processes such as range
expansion and contraction, and other sorts of habitat shifts
occur at much slower rates that does the differentiation by
drift investigated here.

In the random mating cases each
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individual in turn receives a gamete from a randomly chosen
individual.

In the nearest-neighbor mating cases

successively more distant rings from the central individual
are searched until a ring is located which contains at least
one nearest-neighbor.

If this ring contains more than one

individual they are considered to be equidistant and one is
chosen at random to mate with the central individual.

Simi-

larly, for the distance function mating cases the ith
nearest-neighbor is found by searching for the ith occupied
ring out from the central individual.

If this ring contains

more than one individual, one is chosen at random for the
mating.

Biologically this is analogous to having a resource

distribution determining the distribution of dispersal distances.

Familiar examples include som8 insect pollinators

transporting pollen between plants (Levin and Kerster 1974)
and cactus rot utilizing Drosophila (Johnston and Heed 1975,
1976;

Endler 1979).
For reasons of computational efficiency different

computer programs were used for the random mating cases, the
nearest neighbor mating cases with uniform and clustered
distributions of individuals, the nearest-neighbor mating
case with a regular distribution of individuals, and the
distance function mating cases.

All four of these programs

identically incorporate the assumptions of the model.

All
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programs are coded in FORTRAN for the University of
Arizona's CDC Cyber 175 (Appendix I).
Design

£i

Simulation Runs

Table 1 shows the number of generations the model
was run for each of the nine cases, and gives the number of
replicates for each.

Each run within

each of the uniform

and clustered spatial distribution cases was with a different realization of the spatial distribution.

The same sets

of spatial distributions were used for each of the three
mating systems.

Thus replicate 3 with a uniform spatial

distribution under nearest-neighbor mating uses the same
distribution of individuals as replicate 3 with a uniform
spatial distribution under distance function mating.

To

give independent runs each replicate within a mating system
was initiated with a different 10 digit seed for the uniform
random number generator, taken from a table of random
numbers.
Spatially clustered distributions of individuals are
produced by randomly locating ten individuals as cluster
centers on a unit square then generating 1590 additional
individuals which are assigned with equal probability to a
cluster center and placed in a bivariate normal distribution
about the center.

Observations from a bivariate normal

distribution are produced by a method given in Kemp and
Loukas (1978), with marginal distribution means of 0 and

25
standard deviations of 0.025 and a covariance of 0.

These

observations are then translated to the grid coordinate
system.

The values of the parameters of the bivariate

normal distribution were chosen to approximate biologically
realistic degrees of clumping.
distributions show degrees of

The resulting clustered
aggregation within the range

observed for species of soil acari (Thomas and MacLean
submitted) and cactus necroses in Sonora (Thomas
unpubl i shed) •
In the distance function mating cases the probability of mating with the i th nearest-neighbor is given by a
curve (Figure 3) which closely approximates the sort of
1eptokurtic distribution of dispersal distances one commonly
sees in nature (Levin and Kerster 1974; Wright 1978).

Due

to the computation intensive nature of the distance function
mating cases, only three replicates of 120 generations each
were run for each of the three cases.
Analysis
A variety of statistics are accumulated on the status
of the model for the initial state, the first five generations, and then at five generation intervals thereafter.
Allele frequency for the entire population is monitored.
Wright's FIT statistic, which estimates the correlation of
genes within individuals over the entire population (Wright
1969),

is calculated as,
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(2.1 )
where D and R represent the observed proportions of each of
the two homozygotes and H the heterozygote.
To allow for detection of spatial structuring of the
population the 200x200 hexagonal grid is subdivided into a
10x10 array of blocks, each containing 400 coordinate locations and, on average, 16 individuals.

Using blocks con-

taining eight or more individuals, Wright's FST statistic is
used to estimate the correlation of genes of different
individuals in the same population, which is to say it is a
measure of coancestry.

A population is here defined as the

individuals contained within a block.

FST is calculated as,

where PT is gene frequency over the entire grid, and s~ is
the variance in gene frequency among blocks.
The spatial relationships of block gene frequencies
can be visualized with gene frequency surfaces which are a
two dimensional representation of th three dimensional plot
of block gene frequencies on their spatial coordinates.

A

quantitative analysis of these gene frequency surfaces is
achieved with spatial autocorrelation techniques (Cliff and
Ord 1981; Sokal and Oden 1978a,b; Sokal and Wartenberg
1983).

with these methods one can test whether the value of

a variable at one location is independent of values of the
variable at neighboring location.

Spatial autocorrelation
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occurs when the values of the variable are dependent between
localities.

Positive spatial autocorrelation is seen when

neighboring localities both show either high or low values
of the variable.

Negative spatial autocorrelation occurs

when high and low values alternate between locations.

A

number of measures of spatial autocorrelation are available
(Cliff and Ord 1981).

Moran's coefficient was chosen for

use here because its behavior is well studied, and because
it was used in the study of Soka1 and Wartenberg (1983).
Moran's coefficient,

I,

is computed as,

n

2

n

I=n Lw"z·z·/ 2z. ,

1

1J 1 J

,('

(2.3)

1

where n is the number of blocks or locations in the study,
w··
specifies the weight of a join between two localities
1J
(in this case it is set equal to 1 for a connection and to 0
for no connection), and zi=xi-x, where xi is the gene frequency value for the ith block.
for large sample sizes.

I can range from -1 to +1

Equation 2.3 is a special case of

Moran's I where joins are either there (1) or not (0),
simplifying the calculations somewhat.

The weighting of the

join structure can take any form appropriate for the problem
at hand (Cliff and Ord 1981).

Note that the numerator in

(2.3) is a measure of covariance among the {xi} and the
denominator is a measure of variance (Cliff and Ord 1981).
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To assess the spatial scale of gene frequency differentiation, Moran's I is calculated for consecutively more
distant blocks.

Block size was chosen so as to obtain

adequate estimates of gene frequency.

As will become appar-

ent later, the scale of sampling can hide structure.

Simi-

larly to Sokal and Wartenberg (1983), distance classes are
defined as Euclidian distances in terms of block units from
the centers of blocks.

All possible pairwise distances

between blocks are grouped into a frequency distribution
with 7 classes.

The first five classes have an interval of

1.0 and are bounded by 0.5 and 1.5, 1.5 and 2.5, 2.5 and
3.5, 3.5 and 4.5, and 4.5 and 5.5.

The sixth class is

bounded by 5.5 and 7.5 and the seventh class by 7.5 and
15.5.

These distance class boundaries result in an exhaus-

tive and non-overlapping classification of the pairwise
distances.

It is for these distance classes that Moran's I

is calculated.

Graphing these spatial autocorrelation coef-

ficients against their respective distance classes provides
a picture of the changing degree of autocorrelation with
distance known as a spatial correlogram.

FORTRAN programs

for these analyses are found in Appendix II.
Parent-offspring distributions were determined
during each run of the model and the resulting estimates of
the variance of these distributions were averaged over
replicate runs and used to calculate Ne with a formula from
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Wright (1946) appropriate to the mating system used, but
assuming a uniform spatial distribution of individuals.

CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
Inbreeding
The effects of mating system and spatial distribution of individuals on the degree of inbreeding in the
population as a whole is measured by Wright's (1969)
inbreeding coefficient FIT.

Figures 4, 5, and 6 show plots

of FIT against generation number for each replicate of each
of the nearest-neighbor and distance function cases.
7 shows the same results uveraged over replicates.
expected,

Figure
As

the random mating cases result in values of FIT

which remain very close to zero over time (Figure 8).
Qualitatively the plots of FIT against generation
number show the patterns which one would predict from the
geometry and mating systems which produced them.

In all

cases distance function mating results in less inbreeding
than nearest-neighbor mating.

This is a result of mating

occurring over a larger area, and therefore including more
individuals as potential mates, in the distance function
mating cases.

In both the uniform and contagious spatial

distributions of individuals cases under nearest-neighbor
mating the inbreeding coefficient increases very rapidly to
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Figure 4.
Inbreeding coefficient over generations for uniform spatial distributions of individuals
under nearest-neighbor and distance function mating
systems. Solid lines are the nearest-neighbor mating
replicates and the dotted lines are the distance function mating replicates.
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Figure 5.
Inbreeding coefficient over generations for regular spatial distribution of individuals
under nearest-neighbor and distance function mating
systems. Solid lines are the nearest-neighbor mating
replicates and the dotted lines are the distance function mating replicates.
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Figure 6.
Inbreeding coefficient over generations for clustered spatial distributions of individuals
under nearest-neighbor and distance function mating
systems. Solid lines are the nearest-neighbor mating
replicates and the dotted lines are the distance function mating replicates.
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Figure 8. Inbreeding coefficient over generation
nwnber for a uniform spatial distribution of individuals
under random mating.
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a high value and levels off.

The regular distribution of

individuals under nearest-neighbor mating results in a more
gradual rise in FIT which appears to be continuing after 200
generations (Figure 7).

Similarly for the distance function

mating cases, the uniform and contagious spatial distributions of individuals result in a more rapid rise to higher
values of FIT than does the regular distribution of individuals,

thou~h

in these cases all appear to be still increas-

ing after 120 generations.
Over the entire population sampling error resulted
in only one to six percent fluctuation about the initial
gene frequency of 0.5,

with no directional component.

Thus

genetic drift is only important here over small areas and
not over the entire grid.
Spatial Differentiation of Gene Frequencies
As Wright (1943a,

1951) pointed out long ago,

the

high coefficients of inbreeding observed with isolation by
distance are the result not of populations behaving as if
uniformly inbred but rather because they have differentiated
geographically.

A wide variety of approaches may be used to

get at this geographic differentiation.

If gene frequency

is calculated for each of the 100 blocks in the 10x10 partitioning of the grid, we expect the mean to be 0.5 at t=0 and
the variance in gene frequency among blocks to be some small
value.

As time proceeds in a run of the model with a
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panmictic mating system we expect the variance in gene
frequency to fluctuate randomly about some small value, the
magnitude of which is dependent on sampling error.
what is seen in Figure 9.

This is

In the cases with restricted

mating systems we expect the mean gene frequency to remain
at 0.5 while the variance increases due to accumulating
localized inbreeding.

Figure 10 shows variance in gene

frequency among blocks against time, averaged over replicates, for each of the nearest-neighbor and distance function mating cases.

For the uniform and contagious distribu-

tions of individuals under nearest-neighbor mating (Figure
10) variance among blocks rises quickly and levels off at a
relatively low value, while for the regular distribution of
individuals the variance continues to rise throughout the
run.

In all three of the distance function mating cases

variance in gene frequency rises slowly throughout the 120
generations of the runs and appears to be slowly leveling
off at the end.

Why does the variance for the regular

distribution of individuals under nearest-neighbor mating
rise to such relatively high levels?

This appears to be an

effect of the relative scales of the blocks used to estimate
gene frequency and the size of genetically homogeneous areas
produced by inbreeding.
following sections.

We will return to this point in

For now, note that uniform and conta-

gious distributions of individuals under nearest-neighbor
and distance function mating (Figure 10) result in similar
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levels of variance in gene frequency within each mating
system.
By itself, variance in gene frequency among blocks
gives only a rough idea of the overall degree of differentiation of the population.
spatial structure.

It gives no infor.mation on

Spatial differentiation can better be

appreciated visually by means of two dimensional representations of the three dimensional gene frequency surfaces.
Figure 11 shows gene frequency surfaces at generation 120
for one replicate from each of the nine cases of spatial
distribution of individuals and mating system.

In the three

cases for uniform spatial distribution of individuals the
same distribution is shown to facilitate better a comparison
of the effects of mating system on geographic differentiation.

Similarly, the same contagious distribution of indi-

viduals is shown for each of the three mating systems.
Clearly there are differences among the cases in the scale
of geographic features on the gene frequency surfaces.

The

most immediately obvious differences are between the
nearest-neighbor and distance function mating cases.

For

all three distributions of individuals, the distance function mating cases result in larger genetically homogeneous
areas than do the nearest-neighbor mating cases.

Likewise

it appears that the nearest-neighbor mating case with a
regular spatial distribution of individuals produces larger
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homogeneous areas than the random mating case with the same
distribution of individuals.
While the human eye is quite good at discerning
spatial patterns, the human brain is not so good at communicating quantitative evaluations of those patterns.

In re-

cent years a variety of statistical approaches to spatial
patterns have begun to be developed (e.g. Cliff and Ord
1981; Diggle 1983).

None of the approaches are entirely

satisfactory and much work remains to be done in this area.
At the time when I was trying to decide between alternative
methods of analysis the paper by Sokal and Wartenberg (1983)
appeared.

They employed spatial autocorrelation techniques

to investigate the behavior of the Rohlf and Schnell (1971)
Monte Carlo model, from which the present model is descended.

Sokal and Wartenberg's (1983) evaluation of these tech-

niques in a context similar to that investigated here
prompted their use in this work.
autocorrelation coefficient,

By calculating a spatial

in this case Moran's I,

for

exhaustive and non-overlapping distance classes and plotting
them against distance class we obtain a signature of the
scale of spatial differentiation of the population.

Figure

12 shows these spatial correlograms as they were evaluated
for generation 120 for the nearest-neighbor and distance
function mating cases.

Oden's Q statistic (Oden 1984)

was

calculated for each correlogram to assess the significance
of its departure from expectation under the hypothesis of
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random differentiation of the population.

For all these

cases except nearest-neighbor mating with uniform and contagious distributions of individuals the Q test indicates
highly significant spatial autocorrelation.

The two excep-

tions show values of Q that are non-significant, or only
marginally significant at the 0.05 level.

The Q statistic

was also calculated for generation 0 for the nearestneighbor and distance function mating case with regular
distributions of individuals.
values are all nonsignificant.

As one would expect, these
Table 2 shows, among other

things, the average values of I for the first two distance
classes of each case and the average x-intercept for the
replicate correlograms of each case.

Since the first five

distance classes equate with distance expressed in block
units, the x-intercepts can be interpreted as the average
diameter of regions with significant positive spatial autocorrelation.

A correlogram was also computed for the case

of nearest-neighbor mating with a regular distribution of
individuals at generation 200 (Figure 13).

Here we can see

that the average x-intercept has increased to 3.9,

indi-

cating further expansion of genetically homogeneous areas.
The distance function mating cases show a range of xintercepts in their correlograms.

A Kruskal-Wallis test was

done to compare locations of x-intercepts between cases.

Table 2.

Summary of differences among cases at generation 120.

RMCUNI RMCREG RMCCLUS
NNUNI
NNREG NNCLUS
DFUNI
DFREG
DFCLUS
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------,
.0068 -.0103
.0594
.6786
.4948
.6695
.2136
.3582
.3302
.0348

.0303

.0289

.1375

.3773

.1271

.3098

.2032

.2725

.0086

.0076

.0072

.0343

.0940

.0317

.0761

.0503

.0669

.1370

.0020

.2261

.0168

.4305

.0364

.5732

.4572

.3372

.1197

.0019

.2430

-.0051

.0959

-.0266

.3690

.1995

.0034

4.60

3.83

2.15

.9093

.8446

.9032

3.26

X-int.
-.0049

.1378

.2018

.9431

.9422

.9395

Mating system abbreviations: RMC-random mating case (panmixia), NN-nearest
neighbor mating, DF-distance function mating. Spatial distributions of individuals abbreviations:
UNI-uniform, REG-regular, CLUS-c1ustered.
FIT=averaged observed fixation index at generation 120; F ST =correlation between
gametes from different subdivisions (average of values from generations 100, 105,
110, 115, and 120); s~=variance in gene frequency between blocks (average of
values from generations 100, 105, 110, 115, and 120);

1 1 , 1 2 =average spatial

autocorrelation coefficient for distance class 1 and 2, respectively, at generation 120;

X-int.=average x-intercept for correlograms; r t _5=maximum of temporal

autocorrelation between successive pairs of surfaces.
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The intercepts of the distance function cases are found to
be significantly different

(P<.05).

A statistical test of within case versus between
case similarity of sets of correlograms is accomplished with
Mantel's (1967) generalized regression technique.

Here a

matrix of pairwise areas between correlograms is computed
for all of the correlograms in the cases involved in the
comparison, and a design matrix specifies the comparison to
be made (Sokal 1979; Sokal and Wartenberg 1983).

It was

expected that random mating cases should show no spatial
autocorrelation structure and would thus not differ among
themselves.

A Mantel test shows no significant difference

(P<0.05) between the sets of correlograms for the three
random mating cases and they were therefore pooled for
subsequent Mantel tests.

Five additional tests were per-

formed with an experimentwise error rate of 0.05, which with
the Dunn-Sidak procedure yields a significance level of
0.0102 for the individual tests.

Variation among all cases

was found to be highly significantly greater than variation
within cases.

Significant differences were found among the

nearest-neighbor mating cases, while no differences were
detected among the distance function mating cases, despite
their significantly different x-intercepts.
cases (pooled)

Random mating

were not found to be significantly different

from the nearest-neighbor cases.

The distance function
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cases, on the other hand, show a significant difference from
the random mating cases.
Temporal Patterns
As we would expect, the evolution over time of the
gene frequency surfaces differs between cases.

Figure 14

follows the evolution of one uniform spatial distribution of
individuals under each of the three systems of mating.

For

the random mating case we can see that the scale of features
on the surface does not change over time but the positions
of those features do change.

In the nearest-neighbor mating

case the scale of features does not change appreciably nor
do their positions alter much after generation 40.

Finally,

in the distance function case, surface features increase in
size over time while remaining roughly in the same positions.

A more quantitative appreciation of these sorts of

patterns can be had by means of temporal autocorrelations.
These are estimated with matrix correlations between successive pairs of gene frequency surfaces at five generation
intervals (Sneath and Sokal 1973; Sokal and Wartenberg
1983).

Fisher's z transformation was applied to the corre-

lation coefficient so as to better spread out the higher
values of r;
time lag.

it is these z values which are plotted against

Generations 40, 80, 120, and, where available,

200 are used as end points for the calculations in each
case.

Using these different end points allows us to look at
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temporal autocorrelation for constant lags as the number of
generations increases.

As expected, the random mating cases

show no temporal autocorrelation.

Figure 15 shows the re-

sults for the uniform spatial distribution of individuals,
the other two cases appear very similar.

Figure 16 shows

the outcome for the nearest neighbor and distance function
cases averaged over all replicates within each case.

Recall

that both the uniform and contagious distributions of individuals under nearest-neighbor mating resulted in no detectable spatial autocorrelation.

The temporal autocorrelations

in these cases are, however, very high and sustained over
long periods of time.

These results suggest that the scale

of the blocks used in estimating spatial autocorrelations
was too large in these cases to detect the underlying structure.

The nearest-neighbor mating cases apparently result

in a number of temporally stable, homogeneous groups within
each block which have no significant relationship to other
such groups in adjacent blocks.

The distance function

mating cases differ relatively little among themselves in
the forms of their plots of surface autocorrelation against
time lag.

They all show the expected increase in autocorre-

lation with increasing numbers of generations.
Estimating Neighborhood Size
Wright (1946) has produced formulae for calculating
neighborhood size in continuous populations under various
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mating systems.

He assumes self fertilization occurs in the

proportion expected under random fertilization, while the
present model prohibits se1fing.

The situation here corre-

sponds approximately to Wright's (1946) case of "dispersion
by gametes of on 1y one sex",

(3.1)
where ~~is the variance of the parent-offspring distance
distribution,

and d is density of individuals.

For the

present model N is equivalent to the number of individuals
found within

V2~rings.

Table 4 gives the values of N

calculated in this manner for each of the nine cases.

This

is strictly correct only for the cases with uniform spatial
distributions of individuals.
reserved until later.

Discussion of this point is

First of all note that the values of

Ne for the random mating cases are all less than a third of
the census number.

Having one sex sessile, as in the pre-

sent case, halves the effective population number expected
under equal dispersion by both sexes (Wright 1946).

The

remaining discrepancy is due in part to effects of the type
of spatial distribution of individuals.
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Table 3.
Statistics on parent-offspring distance
distributions.
Units are in 'rings' (see text for
further explanation).
Mean

Variance

Skewness

Kurtosis

RMCUNI 2

88.744

1890.07

0.294

2.361

RMCREG 1
RMCREG 2

91. 407
91.012

2113.18
2182.16

0.551
0.629

3.679
3.715

RMCCLUS 1

72.738

1730.87

0.538

2.657

NNUNI
NNUNI
NNUNI
NNUNI

1
3
4
5

2.668
2.674
2.628
2.657

1. 74
1. 75
1. 68
1. 78

0.849
0.796
0.750
0.729

4.524
3.818
3.352
3.425

NNCLUS
NNCLUS
NNCLUS
NNCLUS
NNCLUS

1
2
3
4
5

2.248
2.341
2.432
2.454
2.332

2.92
2.38
2.41
2.50
2.93

4.690
2.639
2.166
2.036
4.491

42.938
17.641
11.504
9.963
43.098

DFUNI 3
DFUNI 4
DFUNI 5

5.758
6.029
5.954

13.35
14.51
14.18

1. 484
1.403
1. 460

5.756
5.343
5.496

DFREG 1
DFREG 2
DFREG 3

9.296
9.122
9.235

28.14
25.96
28.74

2.365
2.239
2.349

9.914
8.506
9.330

DFCLUS 2
DFCLUS 3
DFCLUS 4

5.393
5.679
5.681

16.64
18.00
17.26

1. 866
1.763
1. 781

7.770
6.953
7.559

1: Abbreviations for simulations.
RMC-random mating case,
NN-nearest neighbor mating, DF-distance function mating,
UNI-uniform spatial distribution of individuals,
REG-regular spatial distribution of individuals,
CLUS-c1ustered spatial distribution of individuals.
Numbers refer to replicates.
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Table 4.
Estimates of effective neighborhood size. A
uniform density of individuals is assumed, which is not the
case for the regular and clustered spatial distributions of
individuals.
See text for further explanation.
Number of
replicates are shown in parentheses.
Case
RMCUNI

(1)

455.104

RMCREG

(2 )

522.82

RMCCLUS

(1 )

412.61

NNUNI

(4)

.31

NNCLUS

(5 )

.75

OFUNI

(3)

3.67

OF REG

(3 )

6.85

OFCLUS

(3)

4.21

Abbreviations for simulations:
RMC-random mating case, NNnearest neighbor mating, OF-distance function mating, UNIuniform spatial distribution of individuals, REG-regular
distribution of individuals, CLUS-clustered distribution of
individuals.
. ..

CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION
Under the conditions of the model presented here
genetic differentiation is due wholly to drift.

As such the

model represents a limiting case in which the neighborhood
(e.g. Wright 1969) is the minimum area which can differentiate randomly from other such areas, and if selection were
occurring then the neighborhood represents the lower limit
that can be 'seen' by natural selection (Endler 1979).

The

degree of drift and the resulting geographical scales of
differentiation are a function of both the mating system
(dispersal regime) and the spatial distribution of individuals.

It should be emphasized that in this model dispersal

is density dependent under the nearest-neighbor and distance
function mating systems is density dependent.

In the cases

with clustered spatial distributions of individuals, density
of individuals varies between different areas of th population and consequently the distance to the ith nearestneighbor varies over area.

This seems to make good biologi-

cal sense for many organisms and there is evidence for
density dependent dispersal (coupled with habitat and/or
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resource patchiness)

(e.g. Handel 1983;

Johnston and Heed

1975, 1976; Jones et al. 1981).
The values of the inbreeding coefficient observed in
the cases under nearest-neighbor mating (Figure 7) are quite
high and in fact are near the upper limit observed with
allozyme data from nature (Wright 1978).

The values of F

for the distance function mating cases reach moderately high
levels but are well within the range seen in the real world.
These high values of F are consequence of the rigidly constrained mating regimes, and especially so in the nearestneighbor mating cases.

I expect that the qualitative rela-

tions among these cases would remain unchanged if the mating
system were relaxed somewhat, though the equilibrium values
of F would drop and the time to approach equilibrium would
be increased (and the necessary computer time would become
prohibitive).

This is to say there is a continuum between

the nearest-neighbor mating situation and global panmixia.
The differences seen among cases within a mating
system are the result of the spatial distributions of individuals.

Values of the inbreeding coefficient, F,

(Figure

7) for the entire population are hardly distinguishable at
any given time between the uniform and clustered distributions of individuals for either the nearest-neighbor or
distance function mating systems.

Similarly, there is only

a small, but consistent, difference in the variance of gene
frequency among blocks for the uniform and clustered
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distribution cases under nearest-neighbor and distance function mating.

When we look at the results of the spatial

analysis for these cases, however, large and significant
differences are found.

These differences are apparent both

in the gene frequency surfaces themselves (Figure 11) and in
the statistical analysis of those surfaces (Figure 12).
Nearest-neighbor mating with a regular spatial distribution
of individuals yields a significantly less lumpy surface
than either the uniform or clustered distributions of individuals under the same mating system.

On surfaces with a

regular distribution nearest-neighbors are always five rings
apart, while with uniform and clustered distributions the
mean nearest-neighbor distance is approximately 2.5 rings
(Table 3).

Thus the area over which matings occur is on

average larger for the regular distribution.

When we look

at the distance function cases significant differences in
the size of genetically homogeneous areas are found.

The

clustered distribution results in smaller homogeneous areas
than do the other distributions.

This result is apparently

caused by the spatial distribution itself.

Larger homoge-

neous areas do not occur with the clustered distributions
because the density of individuals is not there to support
them.
Inspection of Figure 16 shows that rather high autocorrelations are maintained between successive gene
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frequency surfaces over time periods which would exceed
those of most observations of natural systems.

Thus we see

temporal stability in gene frequencies produced by stochastic processes which might mislead us into thinking selection
is responsible for the observed stability when in fact
population structure is the cause.

Some of this temporal

stability is due to the fixation or near fixation of one or
the other of the alleles in local areas resulting in more
surface relief on gene frequency surfaces.

This effect is

especially pronounced in the very viscous cases of uniform
and clustered distributions of individuals under nearestneighbor rna ting

(F igure 16).

Returning now to the question posed in the introduction - do naively calculated values of Ne adequately reflect
the spatial structuring of gene frequencies?

The results in

Table 4 for the uniform and clustered spatial distributions
under distance function mating indicates that naive values
of Ne are inadequate.

The estimated Ne for the clustered

case is slightly larger than that for the uniform case while
the spatial autocorrelation analysis of gene frequencies
shows that the uniform case produces significantly larger
genetically homogeneous areas.
these simulations Ne ,

Thus under the conditions of

as estimated in the absence of knowl-

edge about the spatial arrangement of individuals, fails as
a predictor of the spatial structuring of gene frequencies.
Further simulations are necessary to determine the
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sensitivity of these conclusions to the degree of clustering
and the shape of the dispersal function.

It is hoped that a

generalized method for estimating Ne can be developed which
would incorporate the degree of clustering of the population
as a simple parameter, thus extending the concept of Ne to
more biologically realistic situations.
The advantages of being able to calculate an effective neighborhood size lie in the simplicity which a single
parameter brings to a modelling effort.

Unfortunately

restricted dispersion among clustered individuals can result
in a more complicated situation.

with clustered distribu-

tions of individuals there is no longer a constant neighborhood area, and neighborhood size is a constant only when the
distribution of probabilities of mating with the ith
nearest-neighbor remains constant over different densities
of individuals (which is the case in the model presented
here).

If dispersion were not density dependent but rather

a function only of distance the opposite condition would
obtain, neighborhood area would remain constant but neighborhood size would vary across the population according to
the local density.

Real populations are likely often some-

where between these two extremes.
The purpose of this work is to give us a better idea
how to go about elucidating population structures of
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organisisms in nature.

Lewontin and Krakauer's (1973)

statement that,
Measurement of either migration rates or effective
population sizes are, [sic] both practical and conceptual reasons, virtually impossible - especially
if populations do not conform to simple "island"
structure, and intuitive notions about whether N is
"very large" or m is "small enough to be ignored"
are useless, especially in view of the fact that
these two parameters appear as their product, Nm, in
the theory!,
is overly pessimistic and is based on analyses which do not
make use of spatial information.

New statistical techniques

coupled with assiduous long term field work may yet allow us
an accurate picture of population structure in nature.

APPENDIX I
FORTRAN PROGRAMS USED IN THE SIMULATIONS
C
C
C
C

RANDOM MATING CASES
VARIABLES AND PARAMETERS:
NAME
TYPE STRUCTURE
USAGE

C---------------------------------------------------------P
REAL SCALER
ALLELE FREQUENCY

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

GS
NPT
MAXGEN
DUM
IX,IY

INT
INT
INT
INT
INT

SCALER
SCALER
SCALER
SCALER
1D ARRAYS

GENO

INT

ID ARRAY

GAM

INT

ID ARRAY

R

INT

ID ARRAY

&
&

&

&

GRID SIDE LENGTH
# OF POINTS
MAX # OF GENERATIONS
SEED FOR RANDOM # GENERATOR
PT. COORD. FROM PATTERN
GENERATOR
GENOTYPES COORESPONDING TO
POINT COORDINATES
GAMETE TYPES COORESPONDING
TO POINT COORDINATES
DISTANCE IN 'RINGS' BETWEEN
MATING POINTS

PROGRAM RMC(INPUT,OUTPUT,COORD,BLKDEN,FIT,PS,RING,
TAPE3=OUTPUT,TAPE10=BLKDEN,TAPE11=FIT,
TAPE12=PS,TAPE1=COORD,TAPE13=RING)
INTEGER GS,NPT,MAXGEN,LUR,LUW1,DUM
REAL P,PS(100),BLK(4,100)
PARAMETER (P=0.5,GS=200,NPT=1600,MAXGEN=120,
LUR=1,LUW1=3,DUM=1472288438)
INTEGER IX(NPT),IY(NPT),XH(NPT),GENO(NPT),GAM(NPT),
RN,DX,DY,R(NPT)

C
CALL RANSET(DUM)

C
C
C

READ COORDINATES FROM *PF
DO 100 I=l,NPT
READ(LUR,1000)IX(I),IY(I)
FORMAT(213)
CONTINUE

1000
100
C
TRANSFORM COORDINATES TO HEX. SYSTEM
C
C

CALL HEXTRA(IX,IY,NPT,XH)
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64

C
C

GENERATE H-W PROPORTIONS AND CHOOSE GAMETE TYPE

C

CALL HW(GENO,NPT,P)
CALL IGAM (GENO,GAM ,NPT)
C

C
C

WRITE INITIAL PARAMETERS AND POINT COORDINATES

WRITE (LUWl,11011O)
FORMAT ('1', 'RANDOM MATING CASE - INITIAL
PARAMETERS ')
&
WRITE(LUWl,11021O)P
110210
FORMAT('IO','INITIAL GENE FREQUENCY = ',F3.1)
WRITE (LUW1,11031O)NPT
110310
FORMAT(lX,'NUMBER OF',' POINTS = ',14)
WRITE (LUWl,11041O)MAXGEN
110410
FORMAT(lX,'NUMBER OF ','GENERATION','S = ',13)
WRITE(LUW1,11061O) GS
FORMAT(lX,'GRID SIDE',' LENGTH = ',13)
110610
WRITE(3,21011O) DUM
210110
FORMAT (IX, 'RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR SEED =', Ill)
L=IO
CALL FITSUB(GENO,NPT,FIT)
PRINT 2101010
2101010
FORMAT ('1' , 'G ENE RAT I ON' ,8 X,' PF REQ' ,9X, 'FI T', 11OX,
'F S T' , 9 X, 'F ISBA R' ,9 X, 'p S VA R')
&
CALL FSTSUB(FIT,GENO,NPT,FST,GS,IX,IY,FISBAR,L)
WRI TE (LUWl, 13 10(0)
C
FOR MAT (IX, 2X , , I X, , 3 X, , I Y' , 3X, 'XH ' , 3 X, 'G EN 0' ,
C131010
2X, 'GAM')
C
&
C
DO 13110 1=1 ,NPT
WRI TE (LUW 1, 132(0) IX (I) ,IY (I) ,XH (I),
C
GENO (I) ,GAM (I)
C
&
C13210
FORMAT(lX,2X,I2,3X,I2,3X,I2,5X,I1,4X,Il)
CONTINUE
C13110
C
THE MODEL
C
C
DO 1110 L=l,MAXGEN
WRITE(LUW1,1331O)L
C
FORMAT('IO','GENERATION',' NUMBER =',12)
C13310
WRI TE (LUW1, 13 4 (0)
C
C13410
F OR MAT (' 10' , IX, ' I ' ,2 X, 'KX' , 3 X, 'K Y' , 3 X, 'RN' , 3 X,
&
'GAM (I)', 2X, 'GAM (RN)' ,2X, 'GENO (RN)', 3X, 'R (I) ')
C
DO 1210 I=l,NPT

IlOIlO

C

C

C
C

GET HEX. COORD. OF POINT
KX=XH(I)
KY=IY(I)
RANDOMLY MATE BETWEEN POINTS

(NO SELFING)
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C

130

RN=INT(RANF()*NPT)+l
IF(RN.EQ.I)GOTO 130

C

C

PRODUCE OFFSPRING GENOTYPE

C

GENO(RN)=GAM(I)+GAM(RN)
C

C
C

CALCULATE DISTANCE IN 'RINGS' BETWEEN POINTS FOR FIRST
GENERATION

C

IF(L.EQ.1) THEN
DX=IABS(XH(I)-XH(RN»
DY=IABS(IY(I)-IY(RN»
IF(DY.EQ.0)THEN
R(I)=DX
ELSE
IF(DX.GT.DY)THEN
IF( (DX/2) .EQ. (FLOAT(DX)/2.) )THEN
R(I)=(DX/2)+1
ELSE
R(I)=(DX+1)/2
ENDIF
ELSE
R(I)=DY
ENDIF
ENDIF
WRITE(13,3000) R(I)
3000
FORMAT(I3)
ENDIF
WRITE(LUW1,1350)I,KX,KY,RN,GAM(I),GAM(RN)r
C
C
&
GENO(RN),R(I)
FORMAT(lX,I2,2X,I2,3X,I2,3X,I2,5X,I1,8X,I1,
C1350
C
&
8X,I1,8X,I2)
120
CONTINUE
C

C

PRODUCE OFFSPRING GAMETES

C

CALL

I'GAM (GENO,GAM,NPT)

C

C

SWITCH AT APPROPRIATE GENERATIONS TO CALC. F STATS

C

&
110
C

IF ((L.LT.5) .OR. (L/5.EQ.FLOAT (L) /5.»
THEN
CALL FITSUB(GENO,NPT,FIT)
.
CALL FSTSUB(FIT,GENO,NPT,FST,GS,IX,
IY,FISBAR,L)
ENDIF
CONTINUE
STOP
END
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C
C

THIS SUBROUTINE TRANSFORMS THE RECTILINEAR
COORDINATES TO THE HEXAGONAL GRID SYSTEM

C

200
100

SUBROUTINE HEXTRA(X,Y,N,XH)
INTEGER X(N),Y(N),XH(N)
DO 100 I=l,N
IF(Y(I)/2 .EQ. FLOAT(Y(I))/2.) GOTO 200
XH(I)=(X(I)*2)-1
GO TO 100
CONTINUE
XH (I ) =X (I) * 2
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C

C
C
C

THIS SUBROUTINE PRODUCES GENOTYPES IN HARDY-WEINBERG
FREQUENCIES, GIVEN N POINTS AND AN INITIAL GENE
FREQUENCY OF P

C

100

SUBROUTINE HW (GENO,N,PFREQ)
INTEGER GENO(N),N
REAL Q,PSQ,QSQ,PQ2,RV
Q=l-PFREQ
PSQ=PFREQ**2
QSQ=Q**2
COMQSQ=l-QSQ
DO 100 I=l,N
RV=RANF ()
GENO(I)=2
IF(RV.LT.PSQ) GENO(I)=0
IF( (RV.LT.COMQSQ) .AND. (RV.GE.PSQ)) GENO (I) =1
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C

C
C
C
C
C

THIS SUBROUTINE RANDOMLY PICKS A GAMETE TYPE
(lOR 0) FOR EACH GENOTYPE IN THE GENOTYPE
ARRAY (IE. 00 PRODUCES 0 TYPE GAMETES,
11 PRODUCES 1 TYPE GAMETES, AND 10 OR 01
PRODUCES 1 OR 0 TYPE GAMETES WITH EQUAL PROBABILITY

C

200

SUBROUTINE IGAM(GENO,GAM,N)
INTEGER GENO(N),GAM(N),N,DUM
REAL RV
DO 100 I=l,N
IF(GENO(I).NE.1)GOTO 200
RV=RANF ()
GAM(I)=0
IF(RV.GT.0.5) GAM(I)=l
GOTO 100
GAM (I) =0
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IF(GENO(I).EQ.2) GAM(I)=l
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

100
C

C

THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES FIT FOR ENTIRE GRID

C

SUBROUTINE FITSUB (GENO,N,FIT)
REAL FIT,D,H,R,DD,DR,RR
INTEGER GENO (N)
DD=0.
DR=0.
RR=0.
DO 100 I=l,N
IF(GENO(I).EQ.0) DD=DD+1.0
IF(GENO(I).EQ.1) DR=DR+1.0
IF(GENO(I).EQ.2) RR=RR+1.0
CONTINUE
RNPT=FLOAT(N)
D=DD/RNPT
R=RR/RNPT
H=DR/RNPT
FIT=(4*D*R-H*H)/(4*D*R-H*H+2*H)
RETURN
END

100

C

C

THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES FST AND FISBAR

C

C

GSL MUST BE DIVISABLE BY 10

C
&

50
25

SUBROUTINE FSTSUB(FIT,GENO,N,FST,GSL,IX,IY,
FI SBAR,L)
REAL PS(100),FIS,FIT,FST,BLK(4,100)
INTEGER GSL,GENO (N) ,IS,ID,L,IX (N) ,IY (N)
PT=0.
K=0
FNUM=0.
FDEN=0.
PSSQ=0
SUMPS =0
DO 25 I=1,4
DO 50 J=1,100
BLK(I,J)=0
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 100 I=l,N
IS=GSL/10
I D= (I Y (I ) -1) II S +1 + ( (I X (I ) -1 ) II S ) * 10
IF(GENO(I).EQ.0) THEN
BLK(1,ID)=BLK(1,ID)+1.0
ELSEIF (GENO(I).EQ.1) THEN
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BLK(2,ID)=BLK(2,ID)+1.0
ELSE
BLK(3,ID)=BLK(3,ID)+1.0
ENDIF
100

CONTINUE
DO 110 ID=1,100
BLK(4,ID)=BLK(1,ID)+BLK(2,ID)+BLK(3,ID)
C
IGNORE EMPTY BLOCKS
IF(BLK(4,ID).LT.8) THEN
PS(ID)=0.
GOTO 110
ENDIF
CALCULATE FREQ. OF P IN EACH BLOCK
C
PS(ID)=(BLK(1,ID)+BLK(2,ID)/2.)/BLK(4,ID)
C
SUMMATION TO GET FREQ. OF P FOR TOTAL GRID
PT=(BLK(1,ID)+BLK(2,ID)/2.)+PT
K=K+BLK(4,ID)
KK=KK+1
C
SUMMATIONS TO GET VARIANCE OF PS
PSSQ=PS(ID)**2+PSSQ
SUMPS=PS(ID)+SUMPS
C
IF BLOCK FIXED FOR P OR Q, THEN FIS=0
IF( (BLK(2,ID) .EQ.0) .AND. «BLK(1,ID)
&
.OR.BLK(3,ID».EQ.13» GOTO 110
TA=4*BLK(1,ID)*BLK(3,ID)
TB=BLK(2,ID)**2
IF(TA.EQ.(TB-2*BLK(2,ID») GOTO 110
FIS=(TA-TB)/(TA-TB+2*BLK(2,ID»
FNUM=PS(ID)*(1.13-PS(ID»*FIS+FNUM
FDEN=PS(ID)*(1.13-PS(ID»+FDEN
110
CONTINUE
C
CALCULATE FREQ. OF P FOR ENTIRE GRID
PTOT=PT/FLOAT(K)
PSVAR=(PSSQ-SUMPS**2/KK)/(KK-1)
FISBAR=FNUM/FDEN
FST=PSVAR/(PTOT*(1-PTOT»
C
WRITE TO *PF'S
WRITE(3,1000) L,PTOT,FIT,FST,FISBAR,PSVAR
1000
FORMAT(1X,3X,I3,113X,F7.5,6X,F7.4,6X,F8.4,
&
7X,F6.4,7X,F8.6)
IF(L.EQ.0)THEN
WRITE (113,11310) (BLK(4,I) ,1=1,11313)
11310
FORMAT(F5.13)
ENDIF
WRITE(11,1020) FIT
1020
FORMAT(F7.5)
WRITE(12,11330) (PS(I),I=1,100)
11330
FORMAT(F7.5)
RETURN
END
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C
C

NEAREST-NEIGHBOR MATING CASES FOR UNIFORM AND CLUSTERED
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF INDIVIDUALS

C

NPT:
# of points
GS:
grid side length (integer)
P:
i ni tial gene frequency
MAXGEN: maximum # of generations
RL:
maximum # of elements in a ring (=6*(2*gs**2)**0.5
C:
length of holding array for occupied points

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

&
&
&

&
&

PROGRAM NNDF(INPUT,OUTPUT,COORD,BLKDEN,FIT,PS,RING,
TAPE3=OUTPUT,TAPE10=BLKDEN,TAPEll=FIT,
TAPE12=PS,TAPE1=COORD,TAPE13=RING)
INTEGER GS,NPT,MAXGEN,LUR,LUW1,RL,C,DUM
PARAMETER(P=0.5,GS=200,NPT=1600,MAXGEN=200,LUR=1,
LUW 1=3, RL =100 0 ,C=5 0 ,DUM =69060 3 86 69)
INTEGER RINGX(RL),RINGY(RL),COUNT,HOLD(C),R,
XH(NPT) ,CHOICE
I NT E GE R I X (N P T ) , I Y (N P T) , GE N0 (N P T) , GA M(N PT) ,
GRID(GS,GS)
INTEGER RNG(NPT),DX,DY,ISTOR(NPT,15)
LOGICAL TEST
REAL PS(100),BLK(4,100)

C

CALL RANSET (DUM)
C

READ COORD. PRODUCED BY PATTERN GENERATORS

C
C

DO 100 I=l,NPT
READ(LUR,1000)IX(I) ,IY(I)
FORMAT(213)
CONTINUE

1000
100
C
C

PRODUCE GRID WITH IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS

C

CALL IDGRID(GS,GRID,IX,IY,NPT)
C

C

TRANSLATE COORD. TO HEX. SYSTEM

C

CALL HEXTRA(IX,IY,NPT,XH)
C

C
C

PRODUCE GENOTYPES IN H-W PROPORTIONS & PRODUCE PARENTAL
GAMETES

C

CALL HW(GENO,NPT,P)
CALL IGAM (GENO,GAM ,NPT)
C

C

WRITE INITIAL VALUES FOR MODEL

C

1010

WRITE(LUW1,1010)
FORMAT('l','INITIAL ','VALUES',/)
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1020

WRITE(LUWl,1020) NPT
FORMAT(lX,'NPT = ',I4)
L=0
CALL FITSUB(GENO,NPT,FIT)
PRINT 2000

2000
FORMAT('1','GENERATION',8X,'PFREQ',9X,'FIT',10X,'FST',9X,
&
'FISBAR',9X,'PSVAR')
CALL FSTSUB(FIT,GENO,NPT,FST,GS,IX,IY,FISBAR,L)
C

C

BEGIN MODEL (INCLUDING TEST WRITES)

C

C

LOOP THROUGH FOR EACH GENERATION

C

DO 300 L=l,MAXGEN
C

C

LOOP THROUGH FOR EACH POINT

C

DO 400 I=l,NPT
IF(L.GT.l)GOTO 666
KX=XH(I)
KY=IY(I)
R=l
C

C
C

PRODUCE COORDINATES OF POINTS IN RING SURROUNDING
PICKED POINT

C

600

CALL RING (RINGX,RINGY ,R,RL)
COUNT=0

C

C
C

LOOP SEARCHES RING FOR OCCUPIED POINTS WITHIN THE
GRID AND HOLDS THEIR COORDINATES

C

500

DO 500 J=1,R*6
MX=RINGX(J)+KX
MY=RINGY(J)+KY
CALL TRANSL(GS,MX,MY,LX,LY,TEST)
IF(TEST.EQV •• FALSE.)THEN
IF (GRID (LX,LY).GT.0) THEN
COUNT=COUNT+l
ISTOR(I,COUNT+l)=GRID(LX,LY)
ENDIF
ENDIF
CONTINUE

C

C
C

IF THERE IS NO OCCUPIED POINT IN THE RING THE NEXT
RING IS SEARCHED

C

IF(COUNT.EQ.0) THEN
R=R+1
GOTO 600
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ELSE
ISTOR(I,1)=COUNT
END IF
CONTINUE
CHOICE=INT(RANF()*ISTOR(I,1))+2
ID=ISTOR(I,CHOICE)

666

c
C
C

MATING OCCURS AFTER DISPERSAL AND THE OFFSPRING GENOTYPE
IS DETERMINED AND PLACED IN THE GENOTYPE ARRAY

c
GENO(ID)=GAM(I)+GAM(ID)

c
C

PRODUCE ARRAY OF DISTANCES TO MATES FOR GENERATION ONE

c
IF(L.EQ.1)THEN
RNG(I)=R
WRITE(13,3000)RNG(I)
FORMAT(I3)
END IF
CONTINUE

3000
400

c
C
C

c

OFFSPRING GAMETE TYPES ARE CHOSEN ACCORDING TO THE
GENOTYPE ARRAY
CALL

c
C

c

SWITCH AT APPROPRIATE GENERATION TO CALC. F STATS

&

C700
300

c
C
C
C

c

100

IGAM(GENO,GAM,NPT)

IF ( (L.LT.S) .OR. (L/S.EQ.FLOAT (L) /5.)) THEN
CALL FITSUB(GENO,NPT,FIT)
CALL FSTSUB(FIT,GENO,NPT,FST,GS,IX,IY,
FISBAR,L)
END IF
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
STOP
END

THIS SUBROUTINE PRODUCES A 2D GRID IN WHICH THE POINTS
ARE LABELLED WITH A NUMBER DENOTING THEIR POSITION IN
THE COORDINATE LIST
SUBROUTINE IDGRID (GSL,GRID,IX,IY ,N)
INTEGER GSL,GRID(GSL,GSL),IX(N),IY(N),X,Y
DO 100 I=l,N
X=IX(I)
Y=IY(I)
GRID(X,Y)=I
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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C

C
C

THIS SUBROUTINE TRANSFORMS THE RECTILINEAR COORDINATES
TO THE HEXAGONAL GRID SYSTEM

C

200
100

SUB ROUT I NE HEXTRA (X, Y,N, XH)
INTEGER X(N),Y(N),XH(N)
DO 100 I=l,N
IF(Y(I)/2 .EQ. FLOAT(Y(I))/2.) GOTO 200
XH(I)=(X(I)*2)-1
GOTO 100
CONTINUE
XH(I)=X(I)*2
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C

C
C
C

THIS SUBROUTINE PRODUCES GENOTYPES IN HARDY-WEINBERG
FREQUENCIES, GIVEN N POINTS AND AN INITIAL GENE
FREQUENCY OF P

C

100

SUBROUTINE HW (GENO,N,PFREQ)
INTEGER GENO(N),N
REAL Q,PSQ,QSQ,PQ2,RV
Q=l-PFREQ
PSQ=PFREQ**2
QSQ=Q**2
COMQSQ=l-QSQ
DO 100 I=l,N
RV=RANF ()
GENO(I)=2
IF(RV.LT.PSQ) GENO(I)=0
IF( (RV.LT.COMQSQ) .AND. (RV.GE.PSQ)) GENO (I) =1
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C

C
C
C
C
C

THIS SUBROUTINE RANDOMLY PICKS A GAMETE TYPE (lOR 0)
FOR EACH GENOTYPE IN THE GENOTYPE ARRAY (IE. 00
PRODUCES 0 TYPE GAMETES, 11 PRODUCES 1 TYPE GAMETES,
AND 10 OR 01 PRODUCES 1 OR 0 TYPE GAMETES WITH EQUAL
PROBABILITY

C

SUBROUTINE IGAM (GENO,GAM,N)
INTEGER GENO(N),GAM(N),N
REAL RV
DO 100 I =l,N
IF(GENO(I).NE.1)GOTO 200
RV=RANF ()
GAM(I)=0
IF(RV.GT.0.5) GAM(I)=l
GOTO 100
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200
100

GAM (I) =O
IF(GENO(I).EQ.2) GAM(I)=l
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C

C
C
C

THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES THE COORDINATES OF THE
POINTS IN THE RING SURROUNDING THE DISPERSING POINT
(WHICH MAY OR MAY NOT BE IN THE GRID)

C

100
200

SUBROUTINE RING(RINGX,RINGY,R,RLEN)
INTEGER RLEN,RINGX(RLEN),RINGY(RLEN),INITRG(12),R
DATA INITRG/1,-1,0,-2,-1,-1,-1,1,0,2,1,1/
K=l
IX=2*R
IY=0
DO 200 N=1,12,2
INCX=INITRG(N+1)
INCY=INITRG(N)
DO 100 I=l,R
IX=IX+INCX
IY=IY+INCY
RINGX(K)=IX
RINGY(K)=IY
K=K+1
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C

C
C

THIS SUBROUTINE TESTS IF A POINT COORDINATES IN A RING
ARE WITHIN THE GRID AND RETURNS THE RESULT

C

100
200

SUB ROU TI NE TRAN SL (GSL, IX, IY ,LX ,LY ,TEST)
INTEGER GSL
LOGICAL TEST
TEST=.FALSE.
IF«IY/2).EQ. FLOAT(IY)/2.) GOTO 100
LX=(IX+1)/2
GOTO 200
LX=IX/2
IF«IY.LT.1) .OR. (IY.GT.GSL)) TEST=.TRUE.
IF( (LX.LT.1) .OR. (LX.GT.GSL)) TEST=.TRUE.
LY=IY
RETURN
END

C

C

THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES FIT FOR ENTIRE GRID

C

SUBROUTINE FITSUB(GENO,N,FIT)
REAL FIT,D,H,R,DD,DR,RR
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11010

INTEGER GENO (N)
DD=IO.
DR=IO.
RR=IO.
DO 11010 I=l,N
IF(GENO(I).EQ.IO) DD=DD+1.1O
IF(GENO(I).EQ.1) DR=DR+1.1O
IF(GENO(I).EQ.2) RR=RR+1.1O
CONTINUE
RNPT=FLOAT(N)
D=DD/RNPT
R=RR/RNPT
H=DR/RNPT
FIT=(4*D*R-H*H)/(4*D*R-H*H+2*H)
RETURN
END

C

C

THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES FST AND FISBAR

C

C

GSL MUST BE DIVISABLE BY 110

C

SUBROUTINE FSTSUB (FIT,GENO,N,FST,GSL,IX,IY,FISBAR,L)
REAL PS(1101O),FIS,FIT,FST,BLK(4,1101O)
IN T EG ERG S L, I X (N) , I Y (N) , GENO (N) , IS, I D, L
PT=IO.
K=IO
FNUM=IO.
FDEN=IO.
PSSQ=IO
SUMPS=IO
DO 25 1=1,4
DO 510 J=l,llOlO
BLK(I,J)=IO
510
CONTINUE
25
CONTINUE
DO 11010 I=l,N
IS=GSL/11O
I D= ( I Y (I ) -1 ) /1 S +1 + ( (I X (I) -1) /1 S ) * 110
IF(GENO(I).EQ.IO) THEN
BLK(l,ID)=BLK(l,ID)+l.1O
ELSEIF (GENO(I).EQ.1) THEN
BLK(2,ID)=BLK(2,ID)+1.1O
ELSE
BLK(3,ID)=BLK(3,ID)+1.1O
ENDIF
11010
CONTINUE
DO 1110 ID=l,llOlO
BLK(4,ID)=BLK(1,ID)+BLK(2,ID)+BLK(3,ID)
C
IGNORE EMPTY BLOCKS
IF(BLK(4,ID).LT.8) THEN
PS(ID)=IO.
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GOTO 110
ENDIF
C
CALCULATE FREQ. OF P IN EACH BLOCK
PS(ID)=(BLK(1,ID)+BLK(2,ID)/2.)/BLK(4,ID)
C
SUMMATION TO GET FREQ. OF P FOR TOTAL GRID
PT=(BLK(1,ID)+BLK(2,ID)/2.)+PT
K=K+BLK(4,ID)
KK=KK+1
C
SUMMATIONS TO GET VARIANCE OF PS
PSSQ=PS(ID)**2+PSSQ
SUMPS=PS(ID)+SUMPS
C
IF BLOCK FIXED FOR P OR Q, THEN FIS=0
IF( (BLK(2,ID) .EQ.0) .AND. ((BLK(1,ID) .OR.
&
BLK(3,ID».EQ.0» GO TO 110
TA=4*BLK(1,ID)*BLK(3,ID)
TB=BLK(2,ID)**2
IF(TA.EQ.(TB-2*BLK(2,ID») GOTO 110
FIS=(TA-TB)/(TA-TB+2*BLK(2,ID»
FNUM=PS(ID)*(1.0-PS(ID»*FIS+FNUM
FDEN=PS(ID)*(1.0-PS(ID) )+FDEN
110
CONTINUE
C
CALCULATE FREQ. OF P FOR ENTIRE GRID
PTOT=PT/FLOAT(K)
PSVAR=(PSSQ-SUMPS**2/KK)/(KK-1)
FISBAR=FNUM/FDEN
FST=PSVAR/(PTOT*(1-PTOT»
C
WRITE TO *PF'S
WRITE(3,1000) L,PTOT,FIT,FST,FISBAR,PSVAR
1000
FORMAT(1X,3X,I3,10X,F7.5,6X,F7.4,6X,FB.4,7X,F6.4,7X,FB.6)
IF(L.EQ.0)THEN
WRITE (10,1010) (BLK (4, I), I =1,1(0)
1010
FORMAT(F5.0)
ENDIF
WRITE(11,1020) FIT
1020
FORMAT(F7.5)
WRITE (12, 1030) (PS (I) ,1=1,1(0)
1030
FORMAT(F7.5)
RETURN
END
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C
C

NEAREST-NEIGHBOR MATING CASE FOR REGUALR SPATIAL
DISTRIBUTION OF INDIVIDUALS

C

PROGRAM NNREG(INPUT,OUTPUTrCOORD,FIT,PS,
TAPE1=COORD,TAPE3=OUTPUT,TAPE11=FIT,TAPE12=PS)
INTEGER GS,NPT,MAXGEN,DUM
PARAMETER(P=0.5,GS=200,NPT=1600,MAXGEN=200,
&
DUM=0854816021)
INTEGER IX (NPT) ,IY (NPT) ,GENO(NPT) ,GAM(NPT),
KS(4),CHOICE
&
CALL RANSET (DUM)
DO 100 I=l,NPT
READ ( 1 , 10 0 0 ) I X (I ) , I Y (I )
1000
FORMAT(214)
100
CONTINUE
'
CALL HW(GENO,NPT,P)
CALL IGAM(GENO,GAM,NPT)
PRINT 1010
1010
FORMAT('l','NNREG CASE - INITIAL VALUES',/)
WRITE(3,1020)NPT
1020
FORMAT (lX,'NUMBER OF POINTS = ',14)
WRITE(3,1030)P
1030
FORMAT(lX,'P = ',F4.2)
WRITE(3,1040)MAXGEN
1040
FORMAT(lX,'MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GENERATIONS = ',13)
WRITE(3,1050)DUM
1050
FORMAT(lX,'RANDUM # GENERATOR SEED = ',110)
L=0
CALL FITSUB(GENO,NPT,FIT)
PRINT 1060
1060
FORMAT('1','GENERATION',8X,'PFREQ',9X,'FIT',
&
11X,'FST',9X,'FISBAR',9X,'PSVAR')
CALL FSTSUB(FIT,GENO,NPT,FST,GS,IX,IY,FISBAR,L)
DO 200 L=l,MAXGEN
DO 300 I=l,NPT
K=0
IF(I.LT.40)THEN
IF(I.EQ.1)THEN
KS (1) =2
KS (2)=41
K=2
ELSE
KS(1)=I-1
KS(2)=I+1
KS (3) =1+40
K=3
ENDIF
ELSE
IF(MOD(I,40) .EQ.0)THEN
IF( (1-40) .EQ.0)THEN
KS (1) =1-1
&
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300

200

KS(2)=I+40
K=2
ELSE
IF (NPT.GE. (1+40) )THEN
KS(1)=I-40
KS(2)=I-1
KS(3)=I+40
K=3
ELSE
KS(1)=I-1
KS(2)=I-40
K=2
ENDIF
ENDIF
ELSEIF(MOD(I,40).EQ.1)THEN
IF (NPT.GT. (1+40) )THEN
KS (1) = I - 4 0
KS (2) =1 +1
KS (3) =1+40
K=3
ELSE
KS (1)=1-40
KS(2)=I+1
K=2
ENDIF
ELSE
IF((I+40).LT.NPT)THEN
KS(1)=I+1
KS(2)=I+40
KS(3)=I-1
KS(4)=I-40
K=4
ELSE
KS(1)=I+1
KS(2)=I-1
KS(3)=I-40
K=3
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
CHOICE=INT(RANF()*K)+l
ID=KS(CHOICE)
GENO(ID)=GAM(I)+GAM(ID)
CONTINUE
CALL IGAM (GENO,GAM,NPT)
IF( (L.LT.5) .OR. (L/5.EQ.FLOAT(L)/5.0) )THEN
CALL FITSUB (GENO,NPT,FIT)
CALL FSTSUB(FIT,GENO,NPT,FST,GS,IX,IY,FISBAR,L)
ENDIF
CONTINUE
STOP
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END
C

C
C
C

THIS SUBROUTINE PRODUCES GENOTYPES IN HARDY-WEINBERG
FREQUENCIES, GIVEN N POINTS AND AN INITIAL GENE
FREQUENCY OF P

C

100

SUB ROUT I NE HW (GENO, N, PFREQ)
INTEGER GENO(N),N
REAL Q,PSQ,QSQ,PQ2,RV
Q=l-PFREQ
PSQ=PFREQ**2
QSQ=Q** 2
COMQSQ=l-QSQ
DO 100 I=l,N
RV=RANF ()
GENO(I)=2
IF(RV.LT.PSQ) GENO(I)=0
IF( (RV.LT.COMQSQ) .AND. (RV.GE.PSQ)) GENO (I) =1
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C

C
C
C
C
C

THIS SUBROUTINE RANDOMLY PICKS A GAMETE TYPE (lOR 0)
FOR EACH GENOTYPE IN THE GENOTYPE ARRAY (IE. 00 PRODUCES
0 TYPE GAMETES 1
11 PRODUCES 1 TYPE GAMETES, AND 10
OR 01 PRODUCES 1 OR 0 TYPE GAMETES WITH EQUAL
PROBABILITY

C

200
100

SUBROUTINE IGAM (GENO,GAM,N)
INTEGER GENO(N),GAM(N),N,DUM
REAL RV
DO 100 I=l,N
IF(GENO(I).NE.1)GOTO 200
RV=RANF ()
GAM(I)=0
IF(RV.GT.0.5) GAM(I)=l
GO TO 100
GAM (I) =0
IF(GENO(I).EQ.2) GAM(I)=l
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C

C

THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES FIT FOR ENTIRE GRID

C

SUBROUTINE FITSUB (GENO,N,FIT)
REAL FIT,D,H,R,DD,DR,RR
INTEGER GENO (N)
DD=0.
DR=0.
RR=0.
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100

DO 100 I =1,N
IF(GENO(I}.EQ.0} DD=DD+1.0
IF(GENO(I}.EQ.1} DR=DR+1.0
IF (GENO (I) .EQ. 2} RR=RR+1.0
CONTINUE
RNPT=FLOAT(N}
D=DD/RNPT
R=RR/RNPT
H=DR/RNPT
FIT=(4*D*R-H*H}/(4*D*R-H*H+2*H}
RETURN
.
END

C

C

THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES FST AND FISBAR

C

C

GSL MUST BE DIVISABLE BY 10

C

50
25

SUBROUTINE FSTSUB(FIT,GENO,N,FST,GSL,IX,IY,F12BAR,L}
REAL PS(100},FIS,FIT,FST,BLK(4,100}
INTEGER GSL,GENO(N},IS,ID,L,IX(N},IY(N}
PT=0.
K=0
FNUM=0.
FDEN=0.
PSSQ=0
SUMPS=0
DO 25 I =1 ,4
DO 50 J=1,100
BLK(I;J}=0
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 100 I=1,N

IS=GSL/10

I D= (I Y (I) -1 } II S + 1 + ( (I X (I) -1 } II S } * 10
IF(GENO(I}.EQ.0) THEN
.
BLK(1,ID)=BLK(1,ID}+1.0
ELSEIF (GENO(I).EQ.1) THEN
BLK(2,ID)=BLK(2,ID)+1.0
ELSE
BLK(3,ID)=BLK(3,ID}+1.0
ENDIF
100
C

C

CONTINUE
DO 110 ID=1,100
BLK(4,ID}=BLK(1,ID}+BLK(2,ID)+BLK(3,ID}
IGNORE EMPTY BLOCKS
IF(BLK(4,ID}.EQ.8} THEN
PS(ID}=0.
GOTO 110
ENDIF
CALCULATE FREQ. OF P IN EACH BLOCK
PS(ID}=(BLK(1,ID}+BLK(2,ID}/2.}/BLK(4,ID}
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C

SUMMATION TO GET FREQ. OF P FOR TOTAL GRID
PT=(BLK(1,ID)+BLK(2,ID)/2.)+PT
K=K+BLK(4,ID)
KK=KK+1
C
SUMMATIONS TO GET VARIANCE OF PS
PSSQ=PS(ID)**2+PSSQ
SUMPS=PS(ID)+SUMPS
C
IF BLOCK FIXED FOR P OR Q, THEN FIS=0
IF ((BLK (2,ID) .EQ.0) .AND. ((BLK (l,ID) .OR.BLK (3,10))
&
.EQ.0)) GOTO 110
TA=4*BLK(1,ID)*BLK(3,ID)
TB=BLK(2,ID)**2
IF(TA.EQ.(TB-2*BLK(2,ID))) GOTO 110
FIS=(TA-TB)/(TA-TB+2*BLK(2,ID))
FNUM=PS(ID)*(1.0-PS(ID))*FIS+FNUM
FDEN=PS(ID)*(1.0-PS(ID))+FDEN
CONTINUE
110
C
CALCULATE FREQ. OF P FOR ENTIRE GRID
PTOT=PT/FLOAT(K)
PSVAR=(PSSQ-SUMPS**2/KK)/(KK-1)
FISBAR=FNUM/FDEN
FST=PSVAR/(PTOT*(l-PTOT))
C
WRITE TO *PF'S
WRITE(3,1000) L,PTOT,FIT,FST,FISBAR,PSVAR
1000
FORMAT(lX,3X,I3,10X,F7.5,6X,F7.4,6X,F8.4,7X,F6.4,7X,F8.6)
IF(L.EQ.0)THEN
WRITE (10,1010) (BLK(4,I) ,1=1,1(0)
1010
FORMAT(F5.0)
ENDIF
WRITE (11, 1(20) FIT
1020
FORMAT(F7.5)
WRITE(12,1030) (PS(I),I=1,100)
1030
FORMAT(F7.5)
RETURN
END
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C

DISTANCE FUNCTION MATING CASES

C

PROGRAM DF(INPUT,OUTPUT,COORD,BLKDEN,FIT,PS,RING,
IRSTOR,TAPE3=OUTPUT,TAPE10=BLKDEN,
TAPE11=FIT,TAPE12=PS,TAPE1=COORD,
TAPE13=RING,TAPE14=IRSTOR)
INTEGER GS,NPT,MAXGEN,RS,C,DUM
PARAMETER(P=0.5,GS=200,NPT=1600,MAXGEN=120,RL=2000,
&
C=50,DUM=7450640569,IPL=16)
INTEGER RINGX(RL),RINGY(RL),COUNT,HOLD(C),R,XH(NPT),
&
'CHOICE
I NTEGER IX (NPT), IY (NPT) ,GENO (NPT) ,GAM (NPT),
&
GRID(GS,GS)
INTEGER RNG(NPT),IRSTOR(NPT,IPL)
LOGICAL TEST
REAL PS(100),BLK(4,100),PNN(IPL)
DATA PNN/.26,.49,.66,.81,.86,.90,.92,.93,.94,.95,
&
.96,.97,.98,.99,.998,1.0/
CALL RANSET (DUM)
DO 100 1=1 ,NPT
READ(1,1000) IX(I),IY(I)
1000
FORMAT(2I3)
READ(14,1010) (IRSTOR(I,J) ,J=l,IPL)
1010
FORMAT (13)
100
CONTINUE
CALL IDGRID(GS,GRID,IX,IY,NPT)
CALL HEXTRA(IX,IY,NPT,XH)
CALL HW(GENO,NPT,P)
CALL IGAM (GENO,GAM ,NPT)
C
INSERT INITIAL WRITES
PRINT 5000
5000
FORMAT('l','DISTANCE FUNCTION CASE, "
- INITIAL '
&
'VALUES',/)
WRITE(3,5200)NPT
5200
FORMAT('0','NUMBER OF POINTS = ',14)
WRITE(3,5300)MAXGEN
5300
FORMAT ('0' ,'MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GENERATIONS = ',13)
WRITE(3,5400)DUM
5400
FORMAT ('0' ,'RANDOM NUMBER GENERATIOR SEED = ',110)
WRITE(3,5600)
5600
FORMAT('0','CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF'
&
' PROBABILITIES OF DISPERSING TO THE I"TH '
&
'NEAREST-NEIGHBOR' )
WRITE(3,5500) (PNN(I) ,I=l,IPL)
5500
FORMAT('0',20(F5.3,lX))
L=0
CALL FITSUB(GENO,NPT,FIT)
PRINT 2000
2000
FORMAT('1','GENERATION',8X,'PFREQ',9X,'FIT',10X,
&
'FST',9X,'FISBAR',9X,'PSVAR')
CALL FSTSUB(FIT,GENO,NPT,FST,GS,IX,IY,FISBAR,L)
C
C
C

&
&
&
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DO 300 L=1,MAXGEN
DO 400 I=1,NPT
KX=XH(I)
KY=IY(I)
RV=RANF ()
DO 20 IN=1,IPL
IF(RV.LT.PNN(IN»GOTO 15
20
CONTINUE
15
CONTINUE
R=IRSTOR(I,IN)
CALL RING (RINGX,RINGy,R,RL)
COUNT=0
DO 555 J=1,R*6
MX=RINGX(J)+KX
MY=RINGY(J)+KY
CALL TRANSL(GS,MX,MY,LX,LY,TEST)
IF(TEST.EQV •• FALSE.)THEN
IF(GRID(LX,LY).GT.0)THEN
COUNT=COUNT+1
HOLD(COUNT)=GRID(LX,LY)
ENDIF
ENDIF
555
CONTINUE
CHOICE=INT(RANF()*COUNT)+1
ID=HOLD(CHOICE)
GENO(ID)=GAM(I)+GAM(ID)
IF(L.EQ.1)THEN
RNG(I)=R
WRITE(13,3000) RNG(I)
3000
FORMAT (I3)
ENDIF
C
END OF POINT LOOP
400
CONTINUE
CALL IGAM(GENO,GAM,NPT)
IF( (L.LT.5) .OR. (L/5.EQ.FLOAT(L)/5.) )THEN
CALL FITSUB (GENO,NPT,FIT)
CALL
FSTSUB(FIT,GENO,NPT,FST,GS,IX,IY,FISBAR,L)
ENDIF
C
END OF GENERATION LOOP
300
CONTINUE
STOP
END
C

C
C
C

THIS SUBROUTINE PRODUCES A 2D GRID IN WHICH THE POINTS
ARE LABELLED WITH A NUMBER DENOTING THEIR POSITION IN
THE COORDINATE LIST

C

SUBROUTINE IDGRID(GSL,GRID,IX,IY,N)
INTEGER GSL,GRID(GSL,GSL),IX(N),IY(N),X,Y
DO 100 I=1,N
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HJ0

X=IX(I)
Y=IY(I)
GRID(X,Y)=I
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C

C
C

THIS SUBROUTINE TRANSFORMS THE RECTILINEAR COORDINATES
TO THE HEXAGONAL GRID SYSTEM

C

200
100

SUB ROU TINE HEXTRA (X, Y,N, XH)
INTEGER X(N),Y(N),XH(N)
DO 100 I=I,N
IF(Y(I)/2 .EQ. FLOAT(Y(I»/2.) GOTO 200
XH(I)=(X(I)*2)-1
GOTO 100
CONTINUE
XH (I ) =X (I ) * 2
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C

C
C
C

THIS SUBROUTINE PRODUCES GENOTYPES IN HARDY-WEINBERG
FREQUENCIES, GIVEN N POINTS AND AN INITIAL GENE
FREQUENCY OF P

C

100

SUBROUTINE HW (GENO,N,PFREQ)
INTEGER GENO(N),N
REAL Q,PSQ,QSQ,PQ2,RV
Q=I-PFREQ
PSQ=PFREQ**2
QSQ=Q**2
COMQSQ=l-QSQ
DO 100 I =1 ,N
RV=RANF ()
GENO(I)=2
IF(RV.LT.PSQ) GENO(I)=0
IF( (RV.LT.COMQSQ) .AND. (RV.GE.PSQ»
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

GENO (I) =1

C

C
C
C
C
C

THIS SUBROUTINE RANDOMLY PICKS A GAMETE TYPE (1 OR 0)
FOR EACH GENOTYPE IN THE GENOTYPE ARRAY (IE. 00
PRODUCES 0 TYPE GAMETES, 11 PRODUCES 1 TYPE GAMETES,
AND 10 OR 01 PRODUCES 1 OR 0 TYPE GAMETES WITH EQUAL
PROBABILITY

C

SUBROUTI NE IGAM (GENO,GAM ,N)
INTEGER GENO(N),GAM(N),N
REAL RV
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200
100

DO 100 I=l,N
IF(GENO(I).NE.1)GOTO 200
RV=RANF ()
GAM(I)=0
IF(RV.GT.0.5) GAM(I)=l
GOTO 100
GAM (I) =0
IF(GENO(I).EQ.2) GAM(I)=l
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C

C
C
C

THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES THE COORDINATES OF THE
POINTS IN THE RING SURROUNDING THE DISPERSING POINT
(WHICH MAY OR MAY NOT BE IN THE GRID)

C

100
200

SUBROUTINE RING(RINGX,RINGY,R,RLEN)
INTEGER RLEN,RINGX(RLEN),RINGY(RLEN),INITRG(12),R
DATA INITRG/1,-1,0,-2,-1,-1,-1,1,0,2,1,1/
K=l
IX=2*R
IY=0
DO 200 N=1,12,2
INCX=INITRG(N+1)
INCY=INITRG(N)
DO 100 I=l,R
IX=IX+INCX
IY=IY+INCY
RINGX(K)=IX
RINGY(K)=IY
K=K+1
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C

C
C

THIS SUBROUTINE TESTS IF A POINT COORDINATES IN A RING
ARE WITHIN THE GRID AND RETURNS THE RESUL~

C

100
200

SUB ROUT I NE T RAN SL (GSL, I X, I Y,LX ,LY ,TEST)
INTEGER GSL
LOGICAL TEST
TEST=.FALSE.
IF ((IY/2) .EQ. FLOAT (IY)/2.) GOTO 100
LX=(IX+1)/2
GOTO 200
LX=IX/2
IF ((IY.LT.1) .OR. (IY.GT.GSL)) TEST=.TRUE.
IF( (LX.LT.l) .OR. (LX.GT.GSL)) TEST=.TRUE.
LY=IY
RETURN
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END
C

C

THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES FIT FOR ENTIRE GRID

C

100

SUBROUTINE FITSUB(GENO,N,FIT)
REAL FIT,D,H,R,DD,DR,RR
INTEGER GENO(N)
DD=0.
DR=0.
RR=0.
DO 100 I=l,N
IF(GENO(I).EQ.0) DD=DD+1.0
IF(GENO(I).EQ.1) DR=DR+1.0
IF(GENO(I).EQ.2) RR=RR+1.0
CONTINUE
RNPT=FLOAT(N)
D=DD/RNPT
R=RR/RNPT
H=DR/RNPT
FIT=(4*D*R-H*H)/(4*D*R-H*H+2*H)
RETURN
END

C

C

THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES FST AND FISBAR

C

C

GSL MUST BE DIVISABLE BY 10

C

50
25

SUBROUTINE FSTSUB(FIT,GENO,N,FST,GSL,IX,IY,FISBAR,L)
REAL PS(100),FIS,FIT,FST,BLK(4,100)
INTEGER GSL, IX (N) ,IY (N) ,GENO(N) ,IS,ID,L
PT=0.
K=0
FNUM=0.
FDEN=0.
PSSQ=0
SUMPS=0
DO 25 1=1,4
DO 50 J=1,100
BLK(I,J)=0
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 100 I=l,N
IS=GSL/10
I D= (I Y (I ) -1) II S +1 + ( (I X (I ) -1 ) II S ) * 10
IF (GENO (I) .EQ.0) THEN
BLK(1,ID)=BLK(1,ID)+1.0
ELSEIF (GENO(I).EQ.1) THEN
BLK(2,ID)=BLK(2,ID)+1.0
ELSE
BLK(3,ID)=BLK(3,ID)+1.0
ENDIF
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100

CONTINUE
DO 110 ID=1,100
BLK(4,ID)=BLK(1,ID)+BLK(2,ID)+BLK(3,ID)
C
IGNORE EMPTY BLOCKS
IF(BLK(4,ID).LT.8) THEN
PS(ID)=0.
GOTO 110
ENDIF
CALCULATE FREQ. OF P IN EACH BLOCK
C
PS(ID)=(BLK(1,ID)+BLK(2,ID)/2.)/BLK(4,ID)
C
SUMMATION TO GET FREQ. OF P FOR TOTAL GRID
PT=(BLK(1,ID)+BLK(2,ID)/2.)+PT
K=K+1
C
SUMMATIONS TO GET VARIANCE OF PS
PSSQ=PS(ID)**2+PSSQ
SUMPS=PS(ID)+SUMPS
C
IF BLOCK FIXED FOR P OR Q, THEN FIS=0
IF( (BLK(2,ID) .EQ.0) .AND. ((BLK(l,ID) .OR.
&
BLK(3,ID».EQ.0» GOTO 110
TA=4*BLK(1,ID)*BLK(3,ID)
TB=BLK(2,ID)**2
IF(TA.EQ.(TB-2*BLK(2,ID») GOTO 110
FIS=(TA-TB)/(TA-TB+2*BLK(2,ID»
FNUM=PS(ID)*(1.0-PS(ID»*FIS+FNUM
FDEN=PS(ID)*(1.0-PS(ID»+FDEN
110
CONTINUE
C
CALCULATE FREQ. OF P FOR ENTIRE GRID
PTOT=PT/FLOAT(N)
PSVAR=(PSSQ-SUMPS**2/K)/(K-1)
FISBAR=FNUM/FDEN
FST=PSVAR/(PTOT*(l-PTOT»
C
WRITE TO *PF'S
WRITE(3,1000) L,PTOT,FIT,FST,FISBAR,PSVAR
1000
FORMAT(lX,3X,I3,10X,F7.5,6X,F7.4,6X,F8.4,7X,F6.4,7X,F8.6)
IF(L.EQ.0)THEN
WRITE(10,1010) (BLK(4,I) ,I=1,100)
1010
FORMAT(F5.0)
ENDIF
WRITE(11,1020) FIT
1020
FORMAT(F7.5)
WRITE (12,1030) (PS (I),I=1,100)
1030
FORMAT(F7.5)
RETURN
END

APPENDIX II
FORTRAN PROGRAMS USED IN
THE ANALYSIS
C
C

SYMMETRIC ADJACIENCY MATRICES FOR SPATIAL AUTOCORRELATION PROGRAM

C

C
VARIABLES:
C
DCL:
DISTANCE CLASS LOWER BOUND (QUAD. UNITS)
C
DCH:
DISTANCE CLASS UPPER BOUND
CIS:
# OF QUADS ON SIDE OF GRID
C
N:
# OF QUADS (=IS**2)
C
IW(N(N+1)/2):
OUTPUT ARRAY (SYMMETRIC STORAGE MODE)
C
0:
DISTANCE BETWEEN QUADS
C

PROGRAM WIJ(INPUT,OUTPUT,ADJMAT,TAPE1=ADJMAT,
TAPE3=OUTPUT)
INTEGER IS,N
REAL DCL,DCH
PA RA·METER (I S =113, N=11313 ,DCL=4. 5 ,DCH=5. 5)
INTEGER IW(N*(N+1)/2),IOUT(N)
K=@
DO 11313 I=l,N
IR::(I/IS)+l
IC=MOD (I, IS)
IF (IC.EQ. (3) IC=I S
IPIV=I*(I+1)/2
DO 110 J=l,I
IRT=(J/IS)+l
ICT=MOD(J,IS)
IF(ICT.EQ.@) ICT=IS
C
CALCULATE DISTANCE
D=SQRT(FLOAT«IC-ICT)**2+(IR-IRT)**2»
C
TEST BOUNDS
IF «DCL.LT.D) .AND. (D.LE.DCH) )THEN
IW(IPIV-(I-J) )=1
ELSE
IW(IPIV-(I-J»=@
ENDIF
1113
CONTINUE
11313
CONTINUE
WRITE(l,l@@@) (IW(I) ,I=l,N* (N+1)/2)
11300
FORMAT(I1)
K=@

&
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88
1 0 10
&

130
1020
120

WRI TE (3,1010 ).DCL, DCH
FOR MAT ( 111 , 1AD J ACE NC Y MAT R I XI, 3 X, 1DC [, = I,
FS.2,3X,'DCH = ',FS.2,/)
DO 120 I=l,N
IPIV=I*(I+1)/2
DO 130 J=l,I
.
IOUT(J)=IW(IPIV-(I-J))
CONTINUE
WRITE(3,1020) (IOUT(J) ,J=l,I)
FORMAT(lX,100I1)
CONTINUE
STOP
END
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C

SPATIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS WITH ODEN'S Q TEST

C

PROGRAM SAC(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE15,TAPE3=OUTPUT)
INTEGER WIDOT(7,11313),WSUM(7),N(5)
REAL BLKDEN (11313) ,A (7,7)
INTEGER KGEN,KREP,ISYM(11313,11313,7)
PARAMETER(KGEN=2,KREP=3)
REAL PS(451313),SMAT(14,KGEN,KREP),Q(KGEN~KREP)
CHARACTER *15 PSRRY(KREP)
REAL PSREP(11313),Z(11313),XI(7),
&
VARCOV(28) ,AINV(7,7),WKAREA(70),XMUL1(7)
CHARACTER*18 SYMADJ(7),DENRRY(KREP)
DATA DENRRY/'BLKDENNNCLUS2CY3' ,'BLKDENDFCLUS3',
&
'BLKDEN DFCr~ US 4' I ,
&
SYMADJ I' ADJ MAT1' , 'ADJMAT2', 'ADJMAT3',
&
'ADJMAT4', 'ADJMAT5', 'ADJMAT6', 'ADJMAT7'1,
&
PS RRY I' PSDFCLU S 2' ,'PS DFCLUS3', 'PSDFCLUS4' I
DO 888 I=l,KREP
DO 999 J=l,KGEN
Q(J,I)=0
999
CONTINUE
888
CONTINUE
C
BEGIN LOOP FOR EACH REPLICATE
DO 100 IREP=l,KREP
ATTACH AND READ BLOCK DENSITY ARRAY
C
CALL PF('ATTACH','TAPE10',DENRRY,'ID','THOMAS')
OPEN(10)
READ (10,1000) (BLKDEN (I I) , I I =1,11(0)
1000
FORMAT(F5.0)
CLOSE(10)
CALL RETFILE('TAPE10')
C
ATTACH AND READ GENE FREQUENCY PER BLOCK ARRAY
CAL L PF ( , AT TACH' , , TAP E 11 ' , P S RRY ( I REP) ,
&
'ID','THOMAS')
OPEN (11)
READ (11, 1(10) (P S (I ) , I =1 , 2900 )
1010
FORMAT(F7.5)
CLOSE(ll)
CALL RETF I LE ('TAPE11')
IJK=0
C
BEGIN LOOP FOR EACH GENERATION
DO 120 IGEN=l,KGEN
C
PICK APPROPRIATE STARTING AND ENDING POINTS IN
GENE FREQUENCY ARRAY
C
IF(IGEN.EQ.1)THEN
ISTART=l
IEND=1013
GOTO 1313
ENDIF
IF(IGEN.EQ.2)THEN
ISTART=2801
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IEND=2900
GOTO 130
ENDIF
IF(IGEN.EQ.3)THEN
ISTART=3801
IEND=3900
GOTO 130
ENDIF
IF(IGEN.EQ.4)THEN
ISTART=2601
IEND=2700
GOTO 130
ENDIF
IF(IGEN.EQ.5)THEN
ISTART=4401
IEND=4500
ENDIF
130
CONTINUE
K=0
C
PLACE GENE FREQUENCIES FOR ONE GENERATION INTO ARRAY
C
FOR CALCULATING
DO 140 I=ISTART,IEND
K=K+1
PSREP(K)=PS(I)
140
CONTINUE
DO 169 1=1,7
WSUM(I)=0
169
CONTINUE
C
BEGIN LOOP FOR DISTANCE CLASSES
DO 110 IDC=1,7
IF( (IJK.GE.7) .AND. (N(IREP).EQ.100))
&
GOTO 115
C
ATTACH AND READ SYMMETRIC ADJACENCY MATRIX
CALL PF('ATTACH' ,'TAPE12' ,SYMADJ (IDC),
&
'ID','THOMAS')
IJK=IJK+1
OPEN(12)
DO 111 1=1,100
DO 112 J=l,I
READ (12,1020) ISYM(I,J,IDC)
1020
FORMAT(I1)
ISYM(J,I,IDC)=ISYM(I,J,IDC)
112
CONTINUE
111
CONTINUE
CLOSE(12)
CALL RETFILE('TAPE12')
115
CONTINUE
N(IREP)=0
TOTPS=0
C
TEST DENSITY OF POINTS WITHIN BLOCK.
IF .LE. 8 ZERO
C
OUT ROW AND COLUMN OF SYMMETRIC ADJACENCY MATRIX.
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C

165
150
C
C

C

170
C

185
C
C
200

180
C
C

SUM GENE FREQUENCIES AND COUNT NUMBER OF BLOCKS.
DO 150 1=1,100
IF(BLKDEN(I).GE.8)THEN
N(IREP)=N(IREP)+l
TOTPS=TOTPS+PS(I)
ELSE
DO 165 K=1,100
ISYM(I,K,IDC)=0
ISYM(K,I,IDC)=0
CONTINUE
ENDIF
CONTINUE
CALCULATE AVERAGE GENE FREQUENCY AMONG BLOCKS WITH
SUFFICIENT DENSITY.
XBAR=TOTPS/N(IREP)
XINUM=0
S2=0
SlSUM=0
SUMZSQ=0
SUMZ4=0
CALCULATE Z VALUES
DO 170 1=1,100
IF(BLKDEN(I).GE.8)THEN
Z(I)=PSREP(I)-XBAR
ELSE
Z(I)=0
ENDIF
WIDOT (I DC ,I) =0
CONTINUE
DO 180 1=1,100
CALCULATE NUMERATOR OF I
DO 185 J=1,100
XINUM=XINUM+ISYM(I,J,IDC)*Z(I)*Z(J)
SlSUM=SlSUM+( (ISYM(I,J,IDC))**2)
WSUM(IDC)=WSUM(IDC)+ISYM(I,J,IDC)
CONTINUE
CALCULATE ROW (=COLUMN) SUMS OF SYMMETRIC
ADJACENCY MATRIX
DO 200 J=I,100
WIDOT(IDC,I)=WIDOT(IDC,I)+ISYM(IDC,J,IDC)
CONTINUE
S2=S2+(WIDOT(IDC,I)*2)**2
ZSQ=Z(I)*Z(I)
Z4TH=ZSQ*ZSQ
SUMZSQ=SUMZSQ+ZSQ
SUMZ4=SUMZ4+Z4TH
CONTINUE
CALCULATE I FOR EACH DISTANCE CLASS
XI (IDC)=(N(IREP)*XINUM)/(WSUM(IDC)*SUMZSQ)
Sl=SlSUM/2
CALCULATE COEFFICIENT OF KURTOSIS
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C

C
C
1113
C

2513
2413

2313
2213
C

55
44
C

333
C

2813

B2=(N(IREP)*SUMZ4)/(SUMZSQ*SUMZSQ)
CALCULATE VARIANCE OF I
VARI=(N(IREP)*((N(IREP)*N(IREP)-3*N(IREP)+3)
&
*SI-N(IREP)*
&
S2+3 *WSUM (IDC) **2)-B2* ((N (IREP) *N (IREP)
&
-N(IREP»*
&
SI-2*N (I REP) *S2+6*WSUM (IDC)**2»/((N (IREP)-I)*
&
(N(IREP)-2)*(N(IREP)-3)*WSUM(IDC)**2)-I/(N(IREP)
&
-1)**2.13
PLACE I AND VARIANCE OF I INTO STORAGE ARRAY
SMAT(IDC*2-1,IGEN,IREP)=XI(IDC)
SMAT(IDC*2,IGEN,IREP)=VARI
END OF DISTANCE CLASS LOOP
CONTINUE
CALCULATE TERMS OF SYMMETRIC VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX
DO 2213 IDC=I,7
DO 2313 IX=IDC,7
SWYl=13
SWY2=13
DO 2413 1=1,1130
SWY2=SWY2+(2*WIDOT(IDC;I»*(2*WIDOT(IX,I»
DO 2513 J=I,II313
SWYl=SWYl+ISYM(I,J,IDC)*ISYM(I,J,IX)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
VARCOV(IX*(IX+l)/2-(IX-IDC»=((N(IREP)
&
*N(IREP)*SWYl
&
*0.5-N (I REP) *SWY 2+3 *WSUM (IDC) *WSUM (IX»
&
/(WSUM(IDC)
&
*WSUM (IX) * (N (IREP) *N (IREP)-I»)- ((-1/
&
FLOAT(N(IREP)-I»**2)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
CALL IMSL ROUTINE TO INVERT VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX
DO 44 1=1,7
DO 55 J=I,7
A(I,J)=VARCOV(J*(J+l)/2-(J-I»
A(J,I)=A(I,J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
CALL LINV2F(A,7,7,AINV,9,WKAREA,IER)
CALCULATE EXPECTED VALUE OF I
EXPI=(-I/FLOAT(N(IREP)-I»
DO 333 1=1,7
XMULl(I)=13
CONTINUE
BEGIN MATRIX CALCULATIONS FOR OBTAINING Q
DO 2713 1=1,7
DO 2813 J=I,7
XMULl(I)=XMULl(I)+(XI (J)-EXPI)*AINV(I,J)
CONTINUE
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2713

CONTINUE
DO 2913 1=1,7
Q(IGEN,IREP)=Q(IGEN,IREP)+XMULl(I)*(XI (I)-EXPI)
2913
CONTINUE
C
END OF GENERATION LOOP
CONTINUE
1213
C
END OF REPLICATE LOOP
11313
CONTINUE
C
WRITE I AND VARIANCE OF I MATRIX TO DISK
WRITE(15,113313) « (SMAT(I,J,K) ,1=1,14) ,J=l,KGEN),
&
K=l,KREP)
113313
FORMAT(F12.9)
C
WRITE RESULTS TO OUTPUT
DO 31313 IREP=l,KREP
WRITE(3,113413) IREP
113413
FORMAT('l','REP = ',11,/)
PRINT 113513
113513
FORMAT(lX,54X,'DISTANCE CLASS')
PRINT 113613
FORMAT(lX,16X,'1',14X,'2',14X,'3',14X,'4',
113613
14X,'5',14X,
&
'6',14X,'7',13X,'ODEN"S Q')
&
PRINT 113713
FORMAT(lX,10X,7(13('-'),2X),4X,10('-'))
1070
PRINT 10813
FORMAT (IX, 'GENERATION', 3X, 'I' ,4X,'VARI',
113813
6 (6 X , , I ' , 4 X, 'VA R I ' ) )
&
PRINT 113913
FO R MAT (1 X, 1313 ( '- , ) )
10913
DO 3113 IGEN=l,KGEN
IF(IGEN.EQ.l) JGEN=13
IF(IGEN.EQ.2) JGEN=1213
IF(IGEN.EQ.3) JGEN=170
IF(IGEN.EQ.4) JGEN=ll13
IF (IGEN.EQ. 5) JGEN =2013
WRITE (3, 2(113) JGEN, (SMAT (I,IGEN,IREP),
I=1,14),Q (IGEN,IREP)
FORMAT ('13' ,3X,I 3, 4X, 7 (F6.4,lX,F6.4,2X),
213113
4X,F9.3)
&
3113
CONTINUE
31313
CONTINUE
STOP
END
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C

MANTEL'S TEST FOR COMPARISON OF SPATIAL CORRELOGRAMS

C

&

PROGRAM MANTL(INPUT,OUTPUT,SAC,TAPE10=SAC,
TAPE3=OUTPUT)

C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

N - NUMBER OF CORRELOGRAMS
S - NUMBER OF SETS OF CORRELOGRAMS
IDC - NUMBER OF DISTANCE CLASSES USED
NUMCOM - NUMBER OF COMPARISONS BETWEEN SETS
CMAT(N,N) - ARRAY OF COMPARISONS TO BE MADE
R(S) - ARRAY WITH NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS WITHIN EACH SET
COMPRRY(NUMCOM,2) - ARRAY OF COMPARISONS (ROW SET #,
COL. SET #)
SACMAT (N, IDC) - ARRAY OF CORRELATION COEF. (CORRELOGRAM,
DISTANCE CLASS)
AMAT(N,N) - ARRAY OF PAIRWISE AREAS BETWEEN CORRELOGRAMS
XYMAT(N,N) - JOINT MATRIX OF CMAT AND AMAT

C

&
&
&
&
C
C

INTEGER N,S,NUMCOM,US
PARAMETER(N=39,S=9,NUMCOM=3,IDC=5,US=3)
INTEGER CMAT (N,N) ,R(S) ,COMPRRY (NUMCOM,2),
USESET(US),IPOSRRY(US,3),ASTART,AEND,
IAM(NUMCOM,4)
REAL SACMAT (N, rDC) ,AMAT (N,N) ,XYMAT (N,N) ,SUMA(N),
SUMSQA(N) ,SUMSQC(N) ,SUMXY(N) ,SUMC(N),KY,KX,L
DATA COMPRRY/7,7,8,8 v 9,9/,
R/5,5,5,5,5,5,3,3,3/,USESET/7,8,9/
DATA IAM/1,1,4,3,3,6,4,7,7,6,9,9/

READ MATRIX OF CORRELATION COEF.

C

113013

6113
61313
C
C
C

110

CALL PMDARRY(12,12)
READ (10,1000) ((SACMAT(I,J),J=l,IDC),I=l,N)
FORMAT (5F6.4)
DO 61313 I=l,N
DO 6113 J=l,N
CMAT(I,J)=13
XYMAT(I,J)=13.13
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

CALCULATE AREA BETWEEN CORRELOGRAMS
AR=13.13
DO 11313 I=l,US
ASTART=0
DO 110 J=l,USESET(I)-l
ASTART=ASTART+R(J)
CONTINUE
AEND=ASTART+R(USESET(I))
IPOSRRY(I,1)=ASTART+1
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1100
C

C
C

IPOSRRY(I,2)=AEND
IPOSRRY(I,3)=USESET(I)
CONTINUE
OBTAIN APPROPRIATE DATA FROM SACMAT AND WRITE PAIRWISE
DISTANCE MATRIX, DETERMINE COMPARISON MATRIX

C

2510
240
230
220

9419
930
9219

11=0
JJ=0
AR=0.ro
DO 2210 I=l,US
DO 230 J=IPOSRRY(I,1),IPOSRRY(I,2)
11=11+1
JJ=0
DO 240 K=l,US
DO 250 M=IPOSRRY(K,1),IPOSRRY(K,2)
JJ=JJ+l
IF(J.NE.M)THEN
CALL AREA(SACMAT,N,IDC,J,M,AR)
AMAT(II,JJ)=AR
ELSE
AHAT(II,JJ)=0.
ENDIF
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 9210 I=l,NUMCOM
DO 930 J=IAM (1,1) ,lAM (1,2)
DO 9419 K=IAM(I,3),IAH(I,4)
IF(J.EQ.K)THEN
CMAT(J,K)=ro
ELSE
CMAT(J,K)=l
CI1AT(K,J)=l
ENDIF
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

C

130
1210

DO 1210 1=1,11
DO 130 J=I+1,II
IF(CMAT(I,J).EQ.l)THEN
XYMAT(I,J)=AMAT(I,J)
XYMAT(J,I)=AMAT(I,J)
ELSE
XYMAT(I,J)=ro
XYMAT(J,I)=ro
ENDIF
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
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C

C

CALCULATE ROW SUMS OF AMAT, CMAT, AND XYMAT

C

135

1510
1410

DO 135 1=1,11
SUMA(I)=!O.
SUMSQA(I)=!O.
SUMC(I)=!O.
SUMSQC(I)=!O.
SUMXY(I)=!O.
CONTINUE
DO 1410 1=1, I I
DO 1510 J=l,II
SUMA(I)=SUMA(I)+AMAT(I,J)
SUMSQA(I)=SUMSQA(I)+AMAT(I,J)**2
SUMC(I)=SUMC(I)+CMAT(I,J)
SUMSQC(I)=SUMSQC(I)+CMAT(I,J)**2
SUMXY(I)=SUMXY(I)+XYMAT(I,J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

C

C
C

CALCULATE COL. SUMS (ALL THAT IS NEEDED FOR
SYMMETRIC CASE)

C

DO 155 1=1,11
AX=!O.
BX=!O.
AY=!O.
BY=!O.

Z=!O.
155

1610

DX=!O.
DY=!O.
CONTINUE
DO 1610 1=1,11
AX=AX+SUMC(I)
BX=BX+SUMSQC(I)
AY=AY+SUMA(I)
BY=BY+SUMSQA(I)
Z=Z+SUMXY(I)
DX=DX+SUMC(I)**2
DY=DY+SUMA(I)**2
CONTINUE

C

C

CALCULATE STATISTICS

C

GX==AX**2
GY=AY**2
HX=DX-BX
HY=DY-BY
KX=GX-2*BX-4*HX
KY=GY-2*BY-4*HY
L=2*BX*BY
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O=(4*HX*HY)/(II-2)
P=(KX*KY)/((II-2)*(II-3))
Q=(GX*GY)/(II*(II-1))
RR=L+O+P-Q
SS=RR/(II*(II-1))
T=SQRT(SS)
U=(AX*AY)/(II*(II-1))
V=Z-U
W=V/T
C

C
C

CALCULATE REGRESSION COEF.
BYX=V/(BX-GX/(II*(II-1)))
PMBYX=T/(BX-GX/(II*(II-1)))
BXY=V/(BY-GY/(II*(II-1)))
PMBXY=T/(BY-GY/(II*(II-1)))

C

C

OUTPUT

C
C

CALL PMDLOAD
C

1010
1020
170
1021

180
1022
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090

C

PRINT 1010
FORMAT (' l' , 'COM PARI SONS')
DO 170 I=l,NUMCOM
WRITE(3,1020) COMPRRY(I,1),COMPRRY(I,2)
FORMAT(lX,lX,I3,3X,I3)
CONTINUE
PRINT 1021
FORMAT (lX,/ / ,1X,'COMPARISON MATRIX',/ /)
DO 180 J = 1, I I
WRITE(3,1022) (CMAT(J,I) ,1=1,11)
CONTINUE
FORMAT(lX,124I1)
WRITE(3,1030) Z
FORMAT('0','Z = ',F12.6)
WRITE (3,1040) SS
FORMAT('0','VARIANCE OF Z = ',F12.6)
WRITE(3,1050) T
FORMAT('0','S.E. Z = ',F12.6)
WRITE (3,1060) U
FORMAT('0','E[Z] = ',F12.6)
WRITE(3,1070) BXY,PMBXY
FORMAT('0','BXY = ',F12.6,2X,'+/-',F12.6)
WRITE (3,1080) BYX, PMBYX
FORMAT('0','BYX = ',F12.6,2X,'+/-',F12.6)
WRITE(3,1090) W
FORMAT('0','T = ',F12.6)
STOP
END
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C
C
C

SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE AREA BETWEEN 2 LINE
SEGMENTS ON A UNIT INTERVAL, FOR ANY POSSIBLE
COMBINATION OF SIGNS AND SLOPES

C

&

&
&

&

SUB ROUTI NE AREA (APR, I ROW S, IDCS, I ROW 1, I ROW 2,SUMAR)
REAL APR(IROWS,IDCS)
SUMAR=0.0
DO 100 IDC=l,IDCS-l
X=(APR(IROW2,IDC+l)-APR(IROW2,IDC))(APR (I Rot,a , IDC+l) -APR (IROW1, IDC) )
IF(X.EQ.0)THEN
DX=IDC
ELSE
DX= (APR (I ROW 1, IDC) -APR (I ROW 2, IDC)) Ix +IDC
ENDIF
IF ((DX.GT. IDC) .AND. (DX.LT.IDC+l) )THEN
AR=(ABS(APR(IROW2,IDC)-APR(IROW1,IDC))/2)
*(DX-IDC)+(ABS(APR(IROW2,IDC+l)APR(IROW1,IDC+l))/2)*(1.0-(DX-IDC))
ELSE
IF(APR(IROW2,IDC) .GT.APR(IROW1,IDC))THEN
AR=(APR(IROW2,IDC)-APR(IROW1,IDC)+
APR(IROW2,lDC+l)-APR(IROW1,IDC+l))/2
ELSE
AR=(APR(IROW1,IDC)-A~R(IROW2,IDC)+

&

APR(IROW1,IDC+l)-APR(IROW2,IDC+l))/2
ENDIF

100

ENDIF
SUMAR=SUMAR+AR
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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C
C

TIME LAGGED SPATIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS ON SUCCESSIVE
GENE FREQUENCY SURFACES

C
C

C

113 MARCH 1985

C

PROGRAM TLAG(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE99,TAPE3=OUTPUT)
INTEGER IREP,ICOMP,IQUAD,ITOTGEN
PARAMETER(IREP=5,ICOMP=4,IQUAD=l@0,ITOTGEN=45)
INTEGER ICOM(ICOMP)
REAL PS (451313) ,RL (4@,ICOMP),ZL(4@,ICOMP),
&
XLAG (42) , Z (42 )
CHARACTER *18 PSRRY(IREP)
DATA PSRRY/' PSNNCL US l' " PS NNCL US 2' " PSNNCLUS 3' ,
&
'PSNNCLUS4','PSNNCLUS5'/,
&
ICOM/4@,8@,120,2@@/
C
INITIALIZE RL AND ZL
DO 813 1=1,413
DO 913 J=l,ICOMP
RL (I, J) =0.
ZL(I,J)=@.
90
CONTINUE
813
CONTINUE
C
REPLICATE LOOP
DO 1013 IR=l,IREP
CALL PF('ATTACH','TAPE1@',PSRRY(IR),'ID',
&
'THOMAS')
OPEN(10)
READ(10,l@00) (PS (I) ,I=1,ITOTGEN*l@0)
1131313
FORMAT(F7.5)
CLOSE(l@)
CALL RETFI LE ('TAPE10')
C

C

COMPARISON LOOP

C

DO 1113 IC=l,ICOMP
K=0
DO 115 IQ=1,ICOM(IC)/5
C

C

INITIALIZE SUMMING VARIABLES

C

KN=0
SUMX=0.
SUMY=0.
SUMXSQ=@ •
SUMYSQ=@.
SUMXY=@.
IY=(ICOM(IC)/5+4)*IQUAD
IX=IQ*IQUAD
IF(IQ.EQ. (ICOM(IC)/5) )THEN
IX=IX+4@@

100

&

130
C
C
C

ENDIF
DO 130 1=1, I QUAD
IF ( (PS (I Y- I X+ I ) • EQ. 0) • AND. (PS (I Y+ I ) • EQ .0) )
GOTO 130
KN=KN+1
SUMX=SUMX+PS(IY-IX+I)
SUMY=SUMY+PS(IY+I)
SUMXSQ=SUMXSQ+PS(IY-IX+I)**2
SUMYSQ=SUMYSQ+PS(IY+I)**2
SUMXY=SUMXY+PS(IY-IX+I)*PS(IY+I)
CONTINUE

CALCULATE CORRELATION COEF. AND SUM OVER REPLICATES

&
&

115
110
100

K=K+1
RL(K,IC)=(SUMXY-( (SUMX*SUMY)/KN))/
SQRT((SUMXSQ-(SUMX**2/KN))*
(SUMYSQ-(SUMY**2/KN))) + RL(K,IC)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

C
C

CALCULATE AVERAGES AND Z VALUES

C

&

150
140

DO 140 1=1,40
DO 150 J=l,ICOMP
IF(RL(I,J).EQ.0) GOTO 150
RL(I,J)=RL(I,J)/FLOAT(IREP)
ZL(I,J)=ALOG((1.0+RL(I,J))/(1.0RL(I,J)))/2.0
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

C

C

OUTPUT CORRELATION COEF. AND Z VALUES

C

1005
&

1010
160
C
C
C

170

PRINT 1005
FORMAT('l','R AND Z VALUES')
DO 160 1=1,40
WRITE(3,1010)RL(I,1) ,ZL(I,l) ,RL(I,2) ,ZL(I,2),
RL ( I ,3) , ZL ( I , 3 ) , RL ( I ,4) , ZL ( I ,4)
FORMAT (lX,4 (F7.4,3X,F7.4,5X))
CONTINUE

PLOT Z VS. TIME LAG FOR EACH COMPARISON
DO 170 I=1,ICOM(1)/5
XLAG(I)=I*5
Z(I)=ZL(I,l)
CONTINUE
XLAG(I)=0.
XLAG(I+1)=25.0
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200
190

Z(I)=0.0
Z(I+1)=0.3
CALL NAMPLT
CALL AXIS(1.0,1.0,' ',1,9.0,90.0,-0.3,0.3,10.0)
CALL AXIS(1.0,1.0,' ',-1,8.0,0.0,0.0,25.0,10.0)
CALL SYMBOL(0.4,4.0,0.2,'Z',0.0,1)
CALL SYMBOL (4.3,0.3,0.2,'LAG' ,0.0,3)
CALL PLOT(1.0,2.0,-3)
CALL LINE(XLAG,Z,ICOM(1)/5,1,0,0)
DO 190 J=2,ICOMP
DO 200 I=1,ICOM(J)/5
XLAG(ICOM(J)/5+1)=0.0
XLAG(ICOM(J)/5+2)=25.0
Z(ICOM(J)/5+1)=0.0
Z(ICOM(J)/5+2)=0.3
XLAG(I)=I*5
Z(I)=ZL(I,J)
CONTINUE
CALL LINE(XLAG,Z,ICOM(J)/5,1,0,0)
CONTINUE
CALL ENDPLT
STOP
END
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